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A. Executive Summary 

1. Following the agreed Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU) covering shared 
services for organisational support reached by the Chief Constables and the Police 
Commissioners for Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire; the three 
forces are applying a collaborative approach to the delivery of Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) services.  An Outline Business Case for the 
collaboration was approved on 14th August 2014.  This Full Business Case 
presents the future target operating model with a recommendation for approval by 
the Joint Alliance on 13th October 2015. 

 

2. Overall, the purpose for creating a three force single ICT Department is to provide: 

1) A consistent approach to ICT service delivery enabling day-to-day delivery of 
policing services; 

2) A converged infrastructure which brings standardisation and consistency to 
service users, regardless of whether they work in a collaborated or local function; 

3) Better cost control and contract management; 

4) Delivery of enabling solutions (e.g. METIS, ATHENA, Mobilisation, etc.) to 
standardise, simplify, self-serve, automate and mobilise value-adding operational 
and business processes; 

5) Cost  savings – The above approach has already delivered £0.626m of savings 
in 2014/2015. It is expected to yield further cost savings of about £4.0m over the 
next 3 years, a total of approximately £4.6m.  These will ultimately come from 
infrastructure convergence, application convergence and reduction in staff cost: 

a. Summary of savings already identified - From the work done so far, 
£0.626m (Savings breakdown in Appendix E) have already been 
deducted from the current budget whilst the majority of the 
remaining savings will be achieved over the coming years. The 
break down of the identified savings are stated below: 

 Non Payroll savings 

            FY 14/15-  £0.626m 

FY 15/16-  £0.92m (Mostly Telecoms) 

FY16/17 –  £0.385m 

• Application Convergence- (Small Systems, Mobile 
HCL, Assyst, NIMS)– £0.227m 

• Infrastructure convergence – (CITRIX, 3 Cards, Voice 
Recording etc.) - £0.158m 

FY17/18 –  Circa £1m 

• Application Convergence (including Athena)- £0.1m 

• Infrastructure Convergence – £0.9m 

 Payroll savings: 
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                                          FY 16/17 – Circa £1.507m 

• Staff annual savings are estimated to be circa 
£1.507m. The plan is to acheive early implementation 
of the TOM to achieve these savings by the end of the 
1st Quarter of 2016/17. 

 

3. The Strategic Policing Alliance that has been developed between Bedfordshire 
Police, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Constabularies, is both significant and 
critical to the future of the three forces. 

4. The agreed Shared Vision across Bedfordshire Police, Cambridgeshire 
Constabulary and Hertfordshire Constabulary is that: 

 By the end of March 2017 frontline local policing services in Bedfordshire, 
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire will be enabled by the best people, 
processes, technology and culture with all protective, operational support and 
organisational support services being delivered in a shared services model 
with increased automation, self-service and economy. 

 By the end of March 2017 the three forces will have reduced costs to meet 
their individual financial challenge, in a coordinated manner, as documented 
in their medium-term financial strategies in order to deliver required savings. 

5. The Full Business Case provides details of the option to collaborate fully on ICT 
departmental services under a single Senior Management Team (SMT).  This option 
will fully support the Shared Vision above by providing the technology which will 
enable the best people, processes and culture to protect frontline policing through 
shared back and middle office services with improved automation.  The FBC also 
recommended creating an Information Directorate which combined ICT and 
Information Management (IM) together to maximise benefits and provide a single 
end-to-end information lifecycle. 

 

6. The programme will deliver the proposed savings and improved levels of service 
delivery through several means which are detailed in this Full Business Case.  The 
high level enablers that will lead to the achievement of these goals are: 

 A single Senior Management Team; 

 Merging of functions into joint units to deliver economies of scale; 

 Application convergence; 

 Infrastructure convergence; 

 Contract renegotiations; 

 Restructuring – Savings from staff costs. 
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7. The ‘To Be’ state (Appendies B and C) will build on the strengths of the current 
approaches and structures in the two current departments (i.e. Bedfordshire & 
Hertfordshire and Cambridgeshire – see Appendix A).  The Director of Information 
will drive forward in parallel the collaborations of ICT and IM.  The immediate 
priorities will be to create: 

 a single Senior Management Team 

 a single Service Desk Facility 

 a single Projects Team 

8. Following this all service functions will be fully collaborated and integrated. 

 

9. The convergence of the ICT departments is intended to progress in phases; the 
start-up phase, the definition phase and the delivery phase.  It is expected to take 3 
years before full convergence is achieved. 

10. The delivery phase is intended to be achieved through a number of projects under 
the ICT infrastructure convergence programme.  The definition phase and the 
design phase have been completed for all the projects within the infrastructure 
convergence programmes, which is the back bone of  the collaboration.  These 
projects are grouped into tranches in a logical sequence based on dependence and 
priority of each project.  A Detailed Implementation Plan has been produced (see 
Appendix F). 

 

11. A full risk register (see Appendix G) will be maintained throughout the three phases 
of the implementation.  The following table defines the most significant risks for the 
implementation and shows how the risk will be mitigated.  The full risk effects are 
set out under C.9 below.  The common theme in the greatest  risks are the potential 
loss of skilled staff as a result of major structural change and the competing 
pressures on ICT.  Setting this in the context of a buoyant ICT employment market 
highlights the need for speed in decision making and clarity with staff regarding their 
roles. 
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Table 1: Excerpt of Risk Register 

Risk No.  

Description (Event) 

Mitigation  

R01 

The impact on workforce morale and BAU delivery 

There is a risk that there will be an adverse impact on 
workforce morale which in turn may affect  BAU 
productivity as a result of the large-scale changes that will 
be needed to  transition to a single ICT department. 

 The swift move to a single ICT department recognising that 
a key success factor will be well-planned / swift 
implementations of agreed designs with a sense of urgency. 

 Clear ownership of the transition plan by the Head of ICT 
and the senior management team 

 Clear communication strategy which promotes regular 
engagement with staff through intranet updates, staff 
meetings and manager briefings 

 Involvement of staff in the design work as far as possible  

 Close monitoring of staff turnover to ensure potential risks 
around skills shortages are addressed 

 Establish a contingency fund provision  for training and 
recruitment 

R02 

Apportionment of posts / different terms and 
conditions 

There is a risk, in the Shared Service  model, that 
apportionment of posts and different terms and conditions 
could disadvantage staff or affect consistency of service 
delivery which may impact on productivity and delivery of 
the target operating model.  

 Agree a clear and consistent process ensuring the staff 
associations are  fully on-board 

 Review of Terms & Conditions (which is a wider piece of 
work led by HR) 

R03 

Competing resourcing demands 

There is a risk that resources required to deliver the 
design and build of the new single infrastructure are often 
the same as those being asked to support the current 
infrastructure, or progress other changes for the three 
forces which may impact on the delivery of the target 
operating model 

 It is essential that a clear, robust prioritisation process is 
used to ensure that the work on the collaboration 
programme is resourced sufficiently 

 Ensure robust governance is in place to support the 
prioritisation process with clear escalation paths   

 Consider the formal separation of the line management of 
ICT BAU and management of the change programme 

 

R04 

The impact on delivery of across the Change Portfolio 

There is a risk that competing demands from delivering 
the ICT infrastructure convergence work, whilst supporting   
the collaboration projects as a critical enabler, may impact 
on delivery of the ICT collaboration project and other 
projects with high ICT dependencies. 

 Skills gap and resourcing plan 

 Establish a contingency fund provision for training and 
recruitment 

 Clear prioritisation process at portfolio level 

R05 

Ineffective supplier engagement: impact on savings 

There is a risk that savings may not be fully realised from 
supplier engagement if robust negotiation is not 
undertaken.  

 Supplier work led by Police ICT Company 

 Ensure robust approach to supplier negotiation  

 Establish a contingency fund provision  for training and 
recruitment 

 

12. The Payback Period tables below refer to the calculated savings achieved in the 
year compared to the base line of the budgeted costs for 2015/16.  Both the capital 
implementation and the transition costs were used in determining how long it will 
take for the savings projected to fully fund the programme.  The analysis showed 
that the cost of the programme will be recovered in 25 months from beginning of 
2015/16 through the cumulative savings.  No account is taken of inflation or the time 
value of money. 
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Table 2: Current view of ICT Payback Period (£’000, nominal prices) 

£’000, nominal prices 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Target Savings 

Savings from base case 0 -2,435 -3,812 -3,812 -3,812 

one off Implementation costs 1,220 1,552 44 11 0 

Net saving (-) or cost (+) in the year 1,220 -883 -3,768 -3,801 -3,812 

Net cumulative saving (-) or cost (+) 
from base case 

1,220 337 -3,431 -7,232 -11,044 

Payback period when break even (in 
months) 

    25.1     

 

13. Financial Benefits are distributed based on the settlement grant formula (NRE) as 
the default allocation basis.  Therefore the savings due to each force would be as 
shown in the table below. 

 

Table 3: Proposed BCH ICT budget and savings apportionment 

PROPOSED  BCH BUDGET AND SAVINGS 
APPORTIONMENT 

Beds Cambs Herts TOTAL 

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 

Current Baseline Budget   4,846 7,662 8,804 21,312 

2015/16 Savings 
 (based on NRE cost 
apportionment, and 
"no force loses adj" 
where applicable) 

-135 -540 -245 -920 

2016/17 Savings -101 -1,232 -182 -1,515 

2017/18 Savings -336 -430 -611 -1,377 

2018/19 Savings 0 0 0 0 

2020/21 Savings     0 0 0 0 

TOTAL Savings per Force   -573 -2,202 -1,038 -3,812 

FUTURE TOM BASELINE BUDGET 4,274 5,460 7,767 17,500 

 

14. The skewed distribution reflects the fact that Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire have 
already driven out ICT collaboration efficiencies from the creation of a single unit for 
the two forces, and the current different spending levels on ICT across the forces.  
As set out in the Strategic Case, alongside the direct cashable savings, the 
establishment of common ICT systems and processes in support and operational 
areas will enable significant further savings across the three collaboration work 
streams. 
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15. It is recommended that the Strategic Alliance Summit approve the proposed 
operating model, implementation of which will be overseen through the proposed 
governance arrangements in the Management Case..
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B. Purpose of Document 

16. The purpose of this ICT collaboration Full Business Case (FBC) is to provide key 
stakeholders with an understanding of: 

 Further detail on the Target Operating Model (TOM) for ICT, based on the 
option agreed in the Outline Business Case (OBC); 

 The design decisions that have been made, and the rationale for those 
decisions; 

 The analysis which has been conducted to support the design. 

17. This document seeks approval from the Joint Chief Officers Board (JCOB) and the 
BCH Strategic Alliance Summit (SAS) in order to progress to detailed design and 
implementation. 

18. This document has been prepared using the HM Treasury Green Book Five Case 
Model and is structured by the following chapters 

 The strategic case, which sets out the strategic context and the case for 
change that have resulted in the ICT collaboration project; 

 The economic case, which outlines the content and structure of the proposed 
options and demonstrates that the selected options best meet the existing and 
future needs of the three forces and three offices of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner (PCC); 

 The commercial case, which details the services or products to be procured if 
the preferred options are agreed; 

 The financial case, which confirms funding arrangements and affordability; 

 The management case, which demonstrates that the project is achievable and 
can be delivered successfully to cost, time and quality. 
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C. Strategic Case 

19. The Strategic Case sets out the strategic context for change that has made the 
collaboration of the three forces ICT Department imperative; demonstrating that the 
new TOM provides a fit for the BCH’s future operating model.  Collaboration of ICT 
between Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire (BCH) is the preferred 
route for delivering ICT services moving forward.  ICT services are already 
collaborated between Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire.  The functions within ICT are 
crucial in providing common services and applications to both currently collaborated 
units, soon to be collaborated units and also to provide transformational enablers for 
local policing delivery in the three forces.  ‘Do Nothing’ is therefore not an option.  
Collaborative BCH delivery of ICT enables savings through economy of scale , 
builds resilience and provides some transformational opportunities through use and 
availability of technology to the wider business.  ICT also manages a significant 
area of risk in making critical solutions available to enable operational policing with 
information as a core enabling ‘asset’.  The ICT Department is concerned with 
unlocking the full potential of information to enable policing; this brings synergies 
with Information Management (IM) to be gained from combining these two functions.  
Finally, common applications (e.g. Athena) and infrastructure (e.g. mobilisation) 
support a fully collaborated ICT function to fully leverage the solutions. 

20. The BCH Strategic Alliance faces a £62m gross budget gap before the use of 
reserves over the medium term and has an objective to deliver a proportion of those 
savings through collaborating services. 

21. Addressing organisational support as part of that collaborative vision is an 
opportunity to maximise savings from this area of the business to preserve 
resources that directly contribute to the delivery of operational policing. 

22. The full collaboration of the organisational support functions of the three forces, 
such as ICT, will create significant opportunity to leverage existing successfully 
collaborated operational services; such as  Joint Protective Services who will be to 
be supported through a single ICT service delivery model.  In addition to this, Public 
Contact, Human Resources, Criminal Justice and Custody amongst other areas will 
be  implemented as collaborated functions within the time scales of this document 
and hence a collaborated ICT is required for optimal and effective support. 

23. The ICT function is a key enabling function for the Strategic Alliance.  It will improve 
service delivery through a single collaborated model and deliver savings through 
economies of scale, removal of duplicated activities, police staff reductions, 
alignment of common projects and consistency in negotiating and managing 
contracts. 

24. For the reasons set out above, ICT is in the first phase of the current collaboration 
programme so that the necessary changes can be implemented and the benefits 
delivered. 

25. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for the BCH Strategic Alliance, which was 
signed in December 2013, had the following objectives: 
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 To provide effective and efficient operational and organisational services at 
reduced cost. 

 The shared strategic intent is to deliver a target operating model which 
protects and enables local policing in each Force area by sharing 
organisational and operational support services. 

 To provide agreed levels of service to support frontline policing whilst meeting 
the funding challenge. 

 To maintain adequate provision of organisational and operational support 
services through collaboration. Service delivery in shared areas will be 
measured and improved against agreed Collaboration Service Agreements. 

 To assist in achieving the aims contained within each Police and Crime 
Commissioners’ Plan whilst also having regard to the requirements of the 
Strategic Policing Requirement. 

26. In the three service areas of protective services, organisational support and 
operational support the MoU also states that “creating a collaborative shared 
service solution will be the ‘norm’ unless there is complete agreement that there are 
compelling reasons for this to not be the case.  Collaboration will be the default 
assumption unless it proved that this approach is not beneficial to all of the forces.”  
The MoU assumes a macro-level Target Operating Model where Cambridgeshire 
will head-up joint Organisational Support Services, Bedfordshire will head-up joint 
Protective Services and Hertfordshire will head-up Operational Support Services.  
ICT is one of the core functions for collaboration within Organisational Support 
Services. 

27. The purpose for creating a single ICT Department is to provide: 

 a consistent approach to ICT service delivery to enable day-to-day delivery 

of policing services; 

 a converged infrastructure which brings standardisation and consistency to 

service users regardless of whether they work in a collaborated or local 

function; 

 better cost control and contract management; 

 Delivery of enabling solutions (e.g. METIS, ATHENA, Mobilisation, etc.) to 

standardise, simplify, self-serve, automate and mobilise value-adding 

operational and business processes. 

28. Based on the above high level approach it is considered realistic for ICT to aim for 
savings of £4.6m, £0.626m already delivered in 2014/15 and c£4m to be achieved 
over the next 3 years. 

29. The following key principles have been agreed for collaborative working through the 
MoU: 

 In three service areas (i.e. protective services, organisational support and 
operational support) creating a collaborative shared service solution will be 
the ‘norm’ unless there is complete agreement that there are compelling 
reasons for this to not be the case.  Collaboration will be the default 
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assumption unless it is proved that this approach is not beneficial to all of the 
forces; 

 It is recognised that different types of benefits may accrue to each of the 
partner forces from individual collaborative arrangements, depending on the 
particular needs of each Force.  Each project will ideally be designed to bring 
benefits for each Force.  However, all partners accept that the wider benefit of 
extensive collaboration should outweigh potential concerns on individual 
projects; 

 That value for money (efficiency and effectiveness) is at the heart of all 
decisions; 

 To transform the delivery of shared services through process improvement 
and modern common technological solutions to free-up operational hours 
(which are at the heart of the ATHENA and METIS approaches) and release 
cashable savings; 

 To ensure the span of command for senior officers is stretching, realistic and 
cognisant of operational and / or statutory need; 

 To reach appropriate unified solutions to ensure standardised and culturally 
aligned solutions are delivered with minimal variation in service provision to 
the partner forces, whilst recognising the need for difference in each Force’s 
local policing style; 

 To design solutions which are either scalable beyond the partner forces, 
sustainable into the medium-term or which can be converted into a different 
type of business entity; 

 To maintain a sense of urgency in change delivery but not at the detriment of 
local policing delivery within any of the partner forces; 

 Whilst the main focus will always be on building a collaborative approach 
solely between the three forces other alternatives should always be 
considered.  However, no partner Force will look to collaborate with a further 
Force (or other organisation) without first seeking to involve and take account 
of the views of the other partners; 

 Agreements already reached between the three forces will not change nor will 
implementation of any new agreements be delayed to suit a potential 
additional collaboration partner, unless all three partners agree to this for 
sound business reasons; 

 Economies of scale mean that delivery of functions will be from fewer locations 
than currently, but the precise configuration will be dealt with on a case by 
case basis. 

30. All of these key principles apply to the BCH collaborative ICT solution 
recommended in this FBC.  In particular the benefits of process improvement and 
modern common technological solutions, mentioned above, is only best enabled 
through a joint ICT service from the outset which delivers benefits over an agreed 
period of time. 

31. The following ICT functional areas are in the scope of this project: 

 Airwave 

 Desktop Services 

 Servers and Systems 
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 Infrastructure 

 Database and Client Management 

 Service Operation 

 Communications 

 Network and Security Management 

 Finance & Contract Technical Coordination 

 Customer Service Management 

 Architecture Management 

 Business Support 

 Transition Management 

 Development 

 Programme and Application management 

32. The Organisational Support workstream is evaluating the merits of different 
business models for the provision of collaborative support services over the medium 
and long-term period i.e. Internal Shared Service.  Establishing a joint ICT 
department accelerates the move to common systems and removing complexity 
from current ways of working.  This step will assist the move to the most cost-
effective business model, and will leave options over for any future changes in 
delivery model. 

33. In developing the joint ICT Department’s ‘Implementation Plan’ careful consideration 
was given to investment decisions so as to ensure they are compatible with the 
long-term business model and also minimise any sunk costs. 

34. ICT is responsible for provisioning and supporting all ICT technologies and solutions 
required by the forces.  In addition the department supports the regional ERSOU 
and CT operations with their regional Bedfordshire Police lead.  The ICT teams 
have a customer-centric ethos with a ‘can do’ attitude with the teams providing 
services to the forces to meet customer needs.  Work has already been started to 
align to a standardised ICT infrastructure and common ways of working.  ICT is 
already working to take the forces forward into the future, using effective tools in 
technology to meet the needs of the organisations and the priorities identified to 
deliver and to be part of the technology leadership within the region and nationally, 
with investments such as Athena and Command and Control coordinated and 
agreed at a regional level.  ICT plays an increasingly important role in supporting 
and enabling the goals of the business through developing, implementing and 
delivering systems and solutions that allow the integration and sharing of data on 
internal, external, regional and national platforms. 
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35. Historically there was an ISIS (Information Systems Improvement Strategy) 
programme, managed by the NPIA, which outlined a national approach for the 
police service that used IT as an enabler for business change.  The five strategic 
principles of ISIS were around: 

 National delivery of police ICT; 

 Delivery in partnership; 

 A broader focus on common business processes; 

 ICT being delivered as a series of services; 

 Incremental reform. 

36. The government are actively considering the future of ICT in policing.  They are 
considering an increased level of central ‘mandation’ arising from frustration with the 
lack of local collaboration.  This proposed ICT collaboration and the convergence 
achieved through the ICT Governance Board and wider regional collaborations, 
such as ERSOU or ATHENA, contribute to the delivery of these national objectives. 

37. Over the past few years, the Eastern Region with Kent has gained a reputation 
amongst the police service of being frontrunners in collaborating effectively on ICT.  
This primarily, has arisen from the Regional ICT Collaboration Programme and its 
initiatives including project Athena (the procurement of an integrated Investigation, 
Intelligence and Defendant Management System), the regional TDA (Technical 
Design Authority), infrastructure convergence (including data centre rationalisation), 
etc. 

38. In addition to the regional ICT projects, BCH have embarked on collaborative 
projects including common Command and Control system (completed) and Mobile 
Data (in progress). 

39. In July 2010, Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary agreed to the 
implementation of a joint ICT department.  This was closely followed with an 
Assistant Director of ICT appointed in October with the joint department including a 
number of integrated teams established in December.  The department formally 
went live on 1st December 2010. 

40. Since the establishment of a joint ICT department and the subsequent agreement to 
form a Strategic Policing Alliance with Cambridgeshire Constabulary, the BCH ICT 
Governance Board was established.  Underpinning, the strategic board is a joint, 
three-force Technical Design Authority (TDA) which was created to agree on 
technical standards and to plan for the convergence of the separate infrastructures. 

41. Work is progressing on the development of a joint ICT Strategy between the three 
forces through the existing Governance Board. 

42. It is considered the development of the strategy can best be achieved through the 
establishment of a fully collaborated BCH ICT department.  This will provide 
strategic direction and promoting the move to one way of working in ICT. 

43. In addition to supporting the objectives of the Strategic Policing Alliance, a 
collaborative approach to technology delivery also generates further benefits and 
opportunities for collaboration initiatives in operational policing.  These include: 
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 Increased data \ information sharing; 

 Improved intelligence handling and research; 

 Supporting collaborated Protective Services units (e.g. Major Crime, 
Firearms, and Scientific Services etc.); 

 Shared service model for Finance, HR , Procurement and Facilities 
Management; 

 Integrated Contact Management; 

 Reduced number of criminal justice units; 

 Enables forces to meet Carbon Reduction Commitments; 

 Enables co-ordinated decision making; 

 Mass reduction in duplication of effort; 

 Greatly reduced process time; 

 Greater resilience and availability of ICT systems; 

 Wide scale reduction of complexity; 

 Improved risk management; 

 Improved data quality that will better information and decision making. 

44. These ICT enabled benefits will be tracked and realised with the relevant projects. 

45. ICT is a key enabler to this greater collaboration and the facility to pass information 
and intelligence across operational boundaries through a shared ICT platform.  With 
a joint ICT department and strategy across the three forces - technology would be 
an enabler for further collaborative opportunities and transformation of processes. 

 All three forces, and the two ICT Departments, have been preparing for 
convergence within the Alliance and with their regional neighbours.  Investments 
such as Athena, and Command and Control, have been coordinated and agreed at 
a regional level.  This has resulted in both an appetite and a readiness for 
collaboration.  Examples of a common approach that already exists include:

 The ICT architecture in the three forces is based on the same protocols, many 
of the same suppliers, a largely in-sourced management, a Microsoft platform 
and a common database platform. 

 The desktop and laptop equipment are currently restricted to two vendors.  
This will likely remain, however there is firm desire to achieve a single vendor 
product catalogue, to allow the flexibility to create a partnership with said 
vendor to allow greater efficiency, understand wider innovation opportunities 
etc. 

 An agreed application and architecture convergence roadmap for key systems 
including Athena, Networking, Active Directory, email, and other back office 
support infrastructure such as a Service Desk product. 

 Common security policies and standard based on the national Community 
Security Policy. 

 Departments structured in a similar way using similar processes based on 
industry best practice defined in the ITIL standard.  Most recently a common 
internal Change Advisory Board has been formed and is working well. 
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 Similar expenditure per employee on ICT (more details in the Economic Case 
section of this paper). 

 A number of systems are already common. 

 Service level agreements that define the service provided by local 
departments are similar in approach although some details may vary. 

47. There are, however, some areas where the three forces may potentially create 
some variance based on local demands, in particular as a result of PCC Police and 
Crime Plans.  Whilst it is recognised that local initiatives will need to be served to a 
limited degree, the adoption of a common, single ICT Strategy around the METIS 
principles will provide the SPA Change Governance structures a firm foundation to 
ensure that change is prioritised across the collaborated ICT Department. 

48. Given the close relationship between ICT and Information Management (IM 
functions) in the current information-driven policing world there are strategic 
alignment opportunities between the two functions.  In parallel to this FBC a 
Business Case has been prepared for the creation of a collaborated BCH 
Information Management Department (IMD).  Having a single BCH Senior 
Information Risk Officer (1SIRO) sitting above both ICT and IMD will enable a single 
‘Information and Digital Strategy’ to drive the ‘Information Management Strategy’, 
IMD performance and the ICT Strategy / Delivery.  This will result in greater 
coherence in ‘information’ being a key asset for BCH.  This leads into the proposal 
in this FBC for a ‘Director of Information’ that sits at the JCOB and reports to the 
Chief Constable in Cambridgeshire. 

49. 1 The SIRO post holder is an executive role that has overall ownership of the 
organisations information risk policy.  Additionally the SIRO will implement and the 
lead the Information Governance Strategy. 

50. Appendix A shows the structures of the current Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire ICT 
Department and the current Cambridgeshire ICT Department.  As can be seen the 
current state operating model is characterised with: 

 Duplicated functions; 

 Sub-optimal span of control; 

 Inconsistency in processes; 

 Fragmented reporting lines; 

 Differences in policies and procedures. 

51. There are significant opportunities to realise synergies and achieve economies of 
scale in procurement and management of IT systems.  These will be realised 
through the Implementation Plan that is shown below. 

52. The ‘To Be’ state will build on the strengths of the current approaches and 
structures in the two departments.  A single Head of ICT for the three forces has 
already been appointed and the scope of this role will be expanded to include 
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Information Management, resulting in the role becoming a ‘Director of Information’ 
with BCH SIRO responsibilities.  Further efficiencies will be realised through the 
creation of: 

 a single Senior Management Team 

 a single Service Desk Facility 

 a single Projects Team 

53. Following this all ICT and IM (detailed separately in the IMD Business Case) service 
functions will be fully collaborated and integrated. 

54. The full convergence of the BCH ICT Department is expected to be completed in 
phases over the next 18 months with an expected completion date is March 2017.  
The implementation plan is grouped into seven different streams: 

 Governance and programme management; 

 Interim projects; 

 Core single infrastructure project; 

 Data centre infrastructure project; 

 WAN Contract replacement project; 

 People transition; 

 Change management and Communications. 

 

55. Each stream of work will be managed via a separate project workbook which will 
cover time, cost, quality, benefits and risk management with clear delivery 
ownership.  The Management Case details the governance arrangements to 
oversee the change delivery. 
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Figure 1: Implementation Plan 
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56. The top five risks that are associated with the ICT collaboration programme are 
shown below together with the proposed mitigating actions. 

 

Table 4: Top risks, causes, effects and mitigation 

Risk No.  

Description (Event) 

Cause 

 

Effect Mitigation  

R01 

The impact on workforce 
morale and BAU delivery 

There is a risk that there will be 
an adverse impact on workforce 
morale which in turn may affect  
BAU productivity as a result of 
the large-scale changes that will 
be needed to  transition to a 
single ICT department. 

 The constant uncertainty 
that exists around 
organisational and 
operational support services 
adversely impacts the 
Infrastructure convergence 
work which is an enabler for 
the single ICT department,  

 The transition to the final 
TOM is quite lengthy (over 2 
years) and involves a 
significant amount of 
change whilst maintaining 
business as usual 

 

 Staff productivity may suffer 
due to uncertainty and a 
continual state of change 

 Experience skilled staff may 
leave which may in turn lead 
to a skills gap in certain areas 

 The swift move to a single 
ICT department 
recognising that a key 
success factor will be 
well-planned / swift 
implementations of 
agreed designs with a 
sense of urgency. 

 Clear ownership of the 
transition plan by the 
Head of ICT and the 
senior management team 

 Clear communication 
strategy which promotes 
regular engagement with 
staff through intranet 
updates, staff meetings 
and manager briefings 

 Involvement of staff in the 
design work as far as 
possible  

 Close monitoring of staff 
turnover to ensure 
potential risks around 
skills shortages are 
addressed 

 Establish a contingency 
fund provision  for training 
and recruitment 

R02 

Apportionment of posts / 
different terms and conditions 

There is a risk, in the Shared 
Service  model, that 
apportionment of posts and 
different terms and conditions 
could disadvantage staff or affect 
consistency of service delivery 
which may impact on productivity 
and delivery of the target 
operating model.  

 A clear process is not 
agreed 

 Staff associations are not 
supportive of proposed 
models and there are 
inconsistent approaches. 

 Staff productivity may suffer 
due to uncertainty and a 
continual state of change 

Experience skilled staff may 
leave which may in turn lead 
to a skills gap in certain areas 

 Agree a clear and 
consistent process 
ensuring the staff 
associations are fully on-
board 

 Review of Terms & 
Conditions (which is a 
wider piece of work led by 
HR) 

 Establish a contingency 
fund provision  for training 
and recruitment 

R03 

Competing resourcing 
demands 

There is a risk that resources 
required to deliver the design 
and build of the new single 
infrastructure are often the 
same as those being asked to 
support the current 
infrastructure, or progress other 
changes for the three forces 
which may impact on the 

 Lack of resources to 
support change in a climate 
of reduced funding 

 The skills required to deliver 
the TOM stem from BAU 

 All projects within 
collaboration and local 
change have ICT 
dependencies and ICT 
resources may become 
increasingly stretched as 
collaboration gathers pace 

 It is essential that a 
clear, robust prioritisation 
process is used to 
ensure that the work on 
the collaboration 
programme is resourced 
sufficiently 

 Ensure robust 
governance is in place to 
support the prioritisation 
process with clear 
escalation paths   
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Risk No.  

Description (Event) 

Cause 

 

Effect Mitigation  

delivery of the target operating 
model 

 

 Consider the formal 
separation of the line 
management of ICT BAU 
and management of the 
change programme 

 

R04 

The impact on delivery across 
the Change Portfolio 

There is a risk that competing 
demands from delivering the 
ICT infrastructure convergence 
work whilst supporting   the 
collaboration projects as a 
critical enabler, may impact on 
delivery of the ICT collaboration 
project and other projects with 
high ICT dependencies. 

 An increased pressure on 
ICT resources resulting 
from the significant 
programme of change 
which is highly dependent 
on transformation through 
technology 

 Impact on delivering the 
TOM which is pivotal to ICT 
as a critical enabler for the 
other collaboration projects 
to deliver their TOMs and 
transition to Business As 
Usual (BAU) 

 Impact on staff morale which 
could lead to a loss of skilled 
staff 

 Skills gap and resourcing 
plan 

 Establish a contingency 
fund provision  for 
training and recruitment 

 Clear prioritisation 
process at portfolio level 

R05 

Ineffective supplier 
engagement: impact on 
savings 

There is a risk that savings may 
not be fully realised from 
supplier engagement if robust 
negotiation is not undertaken.  

 Lack of willingness to 
change product and 
supplier where a greater 
financial saving can be 
realised as long as the cost 
of operational change is 
sustainable. 

 Supplier engagement is 
essential and if a continual 
review  of product and 
supplier costs is lacking the 
potential for savings will be 
lost 

 Supplier work led by 
Police ICT Company 

 Ensure robust approach 
to supplier negotiation  

 

57. The full risk register is detailed in Appendix G and this will be actively utilised during 
implementation to mitigate risks plus to deal with any issues or exceptions. 
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D. Economic Case 

58. The Economic Case sets out the content and structure of the chosen TOM and 
demonstrates how it is best positioned to meet the existing and future needs of the 
three forces and Offices of the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC).  It assesses 
the potential revenue and capital implications of the proposal. 

59. A single option of collaborating the ICT department of the three forces under a 
single senior Management Team (SMT) is the TOM option that has been 
considered and designed.  It fully supports the shared vision by providing 
technology that will enable the best people, processes and culture to protect 
frontline policing through shared back and middle office services with increased 
automation and self-service. 

60. The savings target, design principles and project objectives have been the key 
factors considered when building the TOM to meet the challenge of identifying at 
least £4.6m1 savings. 

61. A full assessment of the ‘as-is’ ICT department for the three forces was undertaken.  
This included analysis of existing contracts, span of control, functional and technical 
architectures.  Significant opportunities exist to attain cost savings and efficiency by 
combining and renegotiating contracts with suppliers and other service providers, 
implementing appropriate span of control, converging infrastructure, combining 
functions and removing duplicated functions. 

62. The 2015/16 revenue budget in each Force shows the baseline ICT costs to be: 

Table 5: 2015/16 Baseline budget 

Force 2015/16 Budget 

£000 

Bedfordshire 4,846 

Hertfordshire 8,804 

Cambridgeshire 7,662 

Total 21,312 

                                                

1 The £4.6m is 22% of 2014/15 budget 
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Table 6: Budget metrics 

 

Bedfordshire &  

Hertfordshire 

ICT* Cambridgeshire ICT 

ICT Revenue Budget ( 2015/16, £000 )  13,650 7,662 

2ICT Establishment (FTE) 117.26 57.62 

Total cost of ICT as % of total revenue 

budget 

Beds – 4.8% 

Herts – 4.8% 6% 

63. The total, annual ICT revenue expenditure for the group is £21.3m across 7,9433 
employees producing a cost of around £2,683 per employee per year, compared to 
baseline for ECIS (East Coast Information Services) cost of ICT per employee of 
£2,100.  If the Strategic Police Alliance (SPA) could deliver ICT for the cost level of 
ECIS per FTE the total revenue cost would be £16.7m; a reduction of nearly 
£4.612m per year.  Therefore delivering additional savings of circa £4m from 
2015/16 budget will bring the BCH ICT cost per employee close to the ECIS metric. 

Table 7: Pay roll and Non-payroll costs 

  

Bedfordshire 

&   

Hertfordshire 

ICT  

£000 

Cambridgeshire 

ICT 

£000 

TOTAL 

(Based on 2015/16 

Budget) 

Pay Budget 4,671(66.2%)  2,380 (33.8%) 7,051 (100%) 

Non Pay Budget  8,979 (62.9%) 5,282 (37.1%) 14,261 (100%) 

Total Revenue Budget 13,650 (64%) 7,662 (36%) 21,312 (100%) 

 

 

 

                                                
2  The FTE figures exclude apprentices 

3 No of BCH employees used is 2014/2015 figure 
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Figure 2: Split of Staff and Non-Staff Costs 

 

64. The current structure of the three forces ICT is organised into 16 different functions 
and 36 sub-functions (See Appendix D for functions descriptions).  The diagram 
below shows how these functions are distributed across the forces. The payroll 
costs in Table 8 below have been aggregated by function. 

Figure 3: Current state functional model 
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Table 8: Payroll cost 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

65. The following table shows the breakdown of external non-pay costs split into 
functional areas. 

Table 9: Non payroll cost 

Functional Area Sub categories 
2015 / 16 
Budget 
£'000 

Communications 

BT Line rental & calls 817 

Mobile data support & mobile phones 468 

Telephone Calls 296 

Other communication categories 588 

Total 2,169 

Infra-structure 

Networks, WAN and mobile 
infrastructure 

1,269 

Maintenance, Circuits & Links 775 

Private wire rental 416 

Other infra-structure categories 585 

Total 3,045 

Airwave Airwave menu services 1,190 

Functional Area 

Current budget 
(2015/16) 

FTE £,000 
Senior Team (+PA Support)  437 

Airwave (B&H)  369 
Architecture B&H  188 
Business Support B&H  91 
Communications Cambs  265 
Customer services B&H  194 
Data base & client Cambs  421 

Desktop services B&H  1,103 

Finance Contracts B&H  125 
Infrastructure B&H  331 

Network & security Cambs  328 

Programme & application Cambs  257 

Servers & systems B&H  716 

Service operations Cambs  505 
Services Cambs  251 

Strategy B&H  734 
Development programs  296 

Apprentices  0 

Overtime and Other non-allocated costs  441 

Total 178.88 7,051 
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Functional Area Sub categories 
2015 / 16 
Budget 
£'000 

Coverage and traffic charges 720 

Control site and maintenance charges 346 

Other Airwave categories 418 

Total 2,674 

Applications 

Athena 1,237 

B&H intelligence, crime, command, 
strategic and corporate applications 

1,700 

Cambs Microsoft, NSPIS and Livescan 619 

Other Applications categories 2,681 

Total 6,237 

Sundry 

Transport, travel &employee related 158 

Supplies, Services & Property 48 

Income -70 

Total 136 

Total 14,261 

 

66. Having previously completed a detailed assessment of revenue budgets and 
breakdown of staff employed with the three organisations, it has become clear that 
a majority of savings will come from: 

a) Structural change – This includes an assessment of the scale of the ICT 
resource  required to support both business as usual, and the business 
transformation that will be required not only within operational policing but to 
support the collaboration programme between the three forces. 

b) Convergence on infrastructure, systems and applications – Convergence is 
about the process of evolution of both the technical infrastructure and the 
systems applications used across the three forces.  The strategy is intended 
to both reduce the cost of running the IT estate and improve the service it 
provides to the organisation. 

67. In undertaking this work, a series of internal workshops were held to model the 
interdependencies, costs and drivers that impact upon ICT collaboration.  For 
example dependencies between changes to infrastructure, the timing of a reduction 
in staff and changes to the application landscape were considered alongside key 
initiatives including Athena and Metis.  To ensure integrity in the valuation of the 
savings additional work has been completed as part of the Implementation Plan 
development to quantify and qualify the calculations.  This process has been 
validated by the Chief Finance Officer (CFO) for Cambridgeshire Constabulary in 
their role as Lead CFO for Organisational Support Services business cases. 

68. Based on this approach it is considered realistic to aim for savings of an additional 
£4m over the next 3 years through the establishment of a joint ICT Department for 
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire. 
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69. Savings from BCH ICT initiatives in FY 14-15 and 15-16 total £1.646m. The 
breakdown of the savings are detailed below (see Appendix E): 

Table 10: Savings achieved in 2014/15 and 2015/16 

Area Detail 

Total 

(£’000) 

 

Savings 

achieved in 

Notes 

General Savings made across 

BH budget, including 

consolidation of 

products across BCH, 

contract renegotiation 

626  FY14-15 Variety of savings negotiated over 

the course of FY14-15.  Top sliced 

from FY15-16 budgets. 

General Savings made across 

Cambridgeshire 

budget, including 

consolidation of 

products across BCH, 

contract renegotiation, 

staff savings 

545 FY15-16 Variety of savings negotiated over 

the course of FY14-15. 

Microsoft 

Enterprise 

Agreement 

Standardisation of 

product set, and 

negotiation of pricing 

and shared-use of 

products across 3 

previously separate 

contracts 

145 FY15-16 3 Force new negotiated agreement 

with Microsoft. 

Note - some forces pay this from 

revenue e.g. Cambs, whereas Beds 

and Herts have historically paid this 

from capital 

Tele-comms Negotiation of free air-

time for 7000 Nokia 

devices, in replacement 

for Blackberrys and 

PDAs 

330 FY15-16 
 

Running Total  1,646   

 

70. It is anticipated that the following additional top line savings will be achieved over 
the next two years: 

 Non Pay roll savings: 

FY16/17 – £0.385m 

• Application Convergence- (Small Systems, Mobile HCL, 
Assyst, NIMS) – £0.227m 
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• Infrastructure convergence – (CITRIX, 3 Cards, Voice 
Recording etc.) - £0.158m 

FY17/18 – £0.9m 

• Application Convergence (including Athena) - £0.1m 

• Infrastructure convergence – £0.8m 

 Pay roll savings 

                                        FY 16/17 – £1.507m 

• Staff annual savings are estimated to be circa £1.51m.  The 
plan is to go for early implementation of the TOM to achieve 
these savings by the end of the 1st Quarter of 2016/17 and 
as such three quarters of these savings are achieved in 
FY2016/17 

 Therefore the total expected savings from year 2014/15 through to 
2017/18 is £4.44m.  As the project progresses other savings 
opportunities will be identified as changes become clearer. 

Figure 4: Target State Functional Model 
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The new model is designed to provide optimal support by creating more efficient 
support functions empowered to meet the requirements of front line policing.  The 
span of control has been optimised and aligned functions have been grouped 
together.  Potential reductions in the number of support systems as a result of the 
wider collaboration have also led to reduction in support functions. 

72. The key facets of the Target Operating Model are: 

 The establishment of a joint Senior Management Team (SMT); 

 The reduction of the number of data centres – there are currently 11 data 
centres in 5 locations to a maximum of 2. These data centres will be located in 
Huntingdon and Welwyn Garden City; 

 Scope to reduce the number of staff on help desks – currently 10 in 2 
locations; 

 A future need to establishing single points of support thereby reducing 
duplication in infrastructure, networks and applications across the two 
departments; 

 Hosting a highly available system(s) in one of the forces with Disaster 
Recovery being in other (or potentially outside the region); 

 Single procurement of supplies creating economies of scale e.g. single 
product catalogue of end user devices i.e. desktops, laptops, slates, 
smartphones; 

 Time and cost savings through a single project management approach; 

 Applying best practice identified in either department to realise further 
savings; 

 Reduction in the amount of ad hoc small systems procured and supported.  It 
is expected that only ICT will be procuring ICT Systems\Solutions to meet 
business need; 

 The convergence of key applications in the medium-term. 

73. An organisation’s ‘Information and Digital Strategy’ should drive its Information 
Management Policy, Data Quality Standards, Information Security Framework and 
ICT Delivery Plans in relation to architecture, solutions and business as usual.  
Organisations are increasingly combining these areas into a single directorate under 
a Chief Information Officer or Director of Information.  In policing the role heading up 
this ‘Directorate’ also fulfils the duties of the Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO).  
BCH already share a SIRO role for Information Assurance at the Deputy Chief 
Constable level but this is separate from IM SIROs in each force and these all sit 
outside of ICT. 

74. In BCH the collaboration of IMD is running very much in parallel with the proposals 
to progress ICT collaboration.  Over the last year closer working has formed 
between ICT and IM in light of: 1) the need to secure accreditation for the PSN for 
Police (PSNP) which highlighted some weaknesses in the area of information 
security; 2) the ICT transformation and mobilisation programme which requires 
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assessment against IM requirements; and 3) the consolidation opportunities 
presented by the imminent implementation of Athena. 

75. Within the national and local context it is therefore proposed that the Head of BCH 
ICT role also has responsibility for IM plus takes on all the SIRO role 
responsibilities.  This ‘Director of Information’ (DoI) role would then sit on the Joint 
Chief Officer Board (i.e. in common with other sectors it is a board-level position) 
and would report to the Chief Constable in Cambridgeshire as the lead for 
Organisational Support.  The DoI will therefore be responsible for devising and 
delivering against an ‘Information and Digital Strategy’ which will then drive both 
IMD and ICT services.  This represents a slight uplift from the Head of ICT role but it 
does not require a new layer of management to be put in for ICT or IM as flat 
structures are proposed. 

76. The main drivers of the ICT collaboration are the infrastructure convergence 
programme and the Service Management Tool plus the integration with Information 
Management as described above. 

77. The infrastructure convergence programme will facilitate the full integration of the 
ICT departments of the three forces and make the Target Operating Model 
achievable.  

78. The Service Management Tool’s objective is to: 

 Facilitate the swift introduction of common processes across the two 
departments, both prior to and after collaboration. 

 Improve the service provided to our customers across 3 forces, particularly 
collaborated departments, and therefore to the public of Bedfordshire, 
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire. 

 Ensure ‘lessons learned’ from previous similar projects are incorporated into 
any proposal. 

 Support an increasing number of common infrastructure and systems. 

79. The following in-flight projects are the key projects under the infrastructure 
convergence programme (see Appendix H): 

 WAN – Convergence of the separate BCH computer networks into a single 
manageable entity. 

 Identity – Automated mechanism for creating, updating and removing users in 
related systems and databases. 

 PKI  - Root Certificate Authority and Issuing Certificate authorities and 
associated Policy documents. 

 Active Directory – Single active directory installation consisting of servers, 
configuration and migrated users. 

 SCCM – Single SCCM installation to workstations associated with new Active 
Directory. 

 DHCP – A single  DHCP platform linked to the new Active Directory. 

 Printing Services – Installation of printer servers and print queues. 

 Lync – Upgrading the eastern–region.net Lync 2013 to accommodate 
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire users account to the eastern-region.net Lync. 
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 Exchange – Upgrading the eastern-region.net Exchange 2010 to 
accommodate the Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire user load. 

 Desktop, Laptop and Slate Devices – Migration of all non-server x86 devices 
to the new domain. 

 Data Centre Links – Connecting the Huntingdon and Welwyn Garden City 
data centres together. 

 Data Centre Infrastructure – These are consolidated workstreams relating to 
servers, virtualisation, file servers, storage and databases. 

 Desktop Telephony – Consolidation of the telephony platforms. 

 Application Development Platforms – Consolidation of the development 
platforms. 

 Application Convergence – Consolidation of multiple and duplicated business 
applications in use across the three forces. 

80. The IT Infrastructure Library® (ITIL®) is the most widely accepted approach to IT 
service management in the world.  ITIL is a best practice framework that has been 
drawn from both the public and private sectors internationally. It describes how IT 
resources should be organised to deliver business value, documenting the 
processes, functions and roles of IT Service Management (ITSM).  Significant 
progress has been made across the BH and C ICT Departments to already put in 
place a suite of common policies and procedures covering all aspects of the ITIL 
framework.  These will form the cornerstone of the service delivery and outcome 
measurement aspects of the BCH Target Operating Model as per the Framework in 
the figure below. 

 

Figure 5: ITIL® Framework for the Target Operating Model 
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81. By implementing the target state model it is anticipated that an annual savings of 
circa £1.5m will be achieved.  The plan is to accelerate implementation to second 
quarter of next financial year to achieve early realisation of benefits. 

Table 11: Comparison of Current state and target state pay roll cost structure 

  
Current 

budget(2015/16)   
  TOM budget 

  
Reduction/ 
Increase 

Functional Area FTE £,000  Functional Area FTE £,000  FTE £,000 

Senior Team (+PA 
Support)  437  

Director & Senior 
Team  372   65 

                   

Airwave (B&H)  369         
Communications 
Cambs  265         
Network & security 
Cambs  328  

Networks & 
Communications  753   209 

                   

Architecture B&H  188  

Enterprise 
Architecture  96   92 

                   
Business Support 
B&H  91         
Customer services 
B&H  194         
Finance Contracts 
B&H  125  ICT Business  384   26 

                   
Data base & client 
Cambs  421         

Infrastructure B&H  331         
Servers & systems 
B&H  716  

Server & 
Database  764   703 

                   
Desktop services 
B&H  1,103         
Service operations 
Cambs  505  ICT Operations  1,308   300 

                   
Programme & 
application Cambs  257  ICT Projects  368   -111 

                   
Development 
programs  296  Client Services  406   -110 

                   

Services Cambs  251  ICT Service  428   -177 
                   

Strategy B&H  734  

Application 
Support  665   69 

                   

Other  441       441 

Total 4174.88 7,051     132.00 5,544   42.88 1,507 

                                                

4 The FTE number  excludes apprentices 
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82. The table below shows the changes to the distribution of grades across functions.  
Appendix J explains the assumptions made in modelling the table. 

83. The details of full job descriptions and profiles is yet to be finalised.  The 
assumptions used for the cost model below are based on the best professional 
estimates.  It is however possible that the variances identified in grade levels 
between the  Target and the Current model may not fully reflect the expected 
profiles; for example roles assumed to be occupied by grade 4 in the target 
operating model might be occupied by a mixture of grade 3, 4 and 5.  Testing has 
shown that overall there is a high degree of confidence in the modelling. 

Table 12: Comparison of current state and target state grade distribution and 
cost 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

84. The new Target Operating Model has been designed to support the changes above.  
The residual impact on service delivery is expected to be mitigated by refined 
supervision, aligned business continuity and implementation of service management 
tools.  This is expected to bring about a single incidence process, single problem 
solving process, single overarching policies and single view on asset management.  
In addition to these, migration towards the use of self-serve tools and prioritisation 
of demand on ICT resources will help reduce the overall impact.   

 

  

                                                

5 The FTE figure excludes apprentices 

Level 

Current budget 
(2015/16) 

TOM budget 
Savings difference 

FTE £,000 FTE £,000 FTE £,000 

8 2.75 251 2.00 188 0.75  63 

7 2.00 159 3.00 240 -1.00  -81 

6 18.92 1,109 16.00 944 2.92  165 

5 55.62 2,384 26.00 1,144 29.62  1,240 

4 38.25 1,378 76.00 2812 -37.75  -1,434 

3 27.27 755  -  - 27.27  755 

2 17.85 409 9.00 216 8.85  193 

1 9.00 165  -  - 9.00  165 

other 3.22 441  -  - 3.22  441 

Total 5174.88 7,051 132.00 5,544 42.88 1,507 
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85. The table below shows how the non-payroll cost savings will be achieved across   
components.  Total non-payroll savings of £2.3m per annum are expected to have 
been achieved by 2018. 

 

Table 13: Breakdown of non-pay roll savings 

Functional 
Area 

sub categories 

2015 / 
16 

budget 

Final 
TOM 

Saving   
Savings as 

a % 

£'000 £'000 £'000   
of each 
function 

Communications 

BT Line rental & calls 817       

32.28% 

Mobile data support & mobile 
phones 

468       

Telephone Calls 296       

Other communication 
categories 

588       

Total 2,169 1,469 700     

Infra-structure 

Networks, WAN and mobile 
infrastructure 

1,269       

45.47% 
Maintenance, Circuits & Links 775       

Private wire rental 416       

Other infra-structure categories 585       

Total 3,045 1,661 1,385   

Airwaves 

Airwave menu services 1,190       

8.23% 

Coverage and traffic charges 720       

Control site and maintenance 
charges 

346       

Other Airwaves categories 418       

Total 2,674 2,453 220   

Applications 

Athena 1,237       

0.00% 

B&H intelligence, crime, 
command, strategic and 
corporate applications 

1,700       

Cambs Microsoft, NSPIS and 
Livescan 

619       

Other Applications categories 2,681       

Total 6,237 6,237     

Sundry 

Transport, travel, employee 
related 

158       

0.00% Supplies & services & property 48       

Income -70       

Total 136 136     

Total non-payroll 14,261 11,956 2,305   16.16% 
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86. Transition Costs have been developed for each of the functional areas which 
includes redundancy costs, re-imbursement for additional travel costs and relocation 
costs.  Please note that these are revenue costs and not the capital implementation 
costs; details of the capital implementation costs is presented in the Financial Case. 

 

Table 14: Transition Costs 

Description of Costs 

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 
 

Total 

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 
 

£'000 

Redundancy Costs 0 390 0 0  390 

Travel Costs 0 33 44 11  88 

Relocation Costs 0 0 0 0  0 

Total 0 423 44 11  478 

 

Table 15: Capital Implementation Cost 

Description of Costs 
2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 

 
Total 

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 
 

£'000 

Pension Strain 0 329 0 -  329 

Total 0 752 44 11  807 

 

87. The savings plan makes assumptions based on the best understanding of the 
potential.  However there are risks associated with the assumptions and these 
include: 

88. Clearly there may be situations where, for local legacy reasons, or for good 
operational policing reasons, the lowest cost system or course of action is not the 
appropriate decision.  Where this is the case the difference in funding can be 
assumed to be made in a business case at the time.  The governance model 
proposed in this paper is the mitigation for this risk so that only real, well defined 
reasons for exceptions to the strategy are permitted. 

89. The approach to staff reductions will need to be carefully managed to deliver the 
requisite savings whilst at the same time ensuring that business as usual, ICT 
convergence and transformational ICT enablers are delivered (more details on this 
is provided in the Management Case). 
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90. Recent experience shows that suppliers have been supportive of creating a greater 
scale and reduced numbers of contracts to manage.  The current collaborative 
approach has shown that it has been relatively successful in dealing with suppliers 
and therefore it may be concluded that this factor has a relatively low likelihood. 

91. Section D.5.3 described the priority project and service management processes for 
the ICT Target Operating Model.  Service Levels will be monitored throughout 
implementation and in particular in line with the ‘Service Management – ICT Service 
Level Targets’ documents which has been agreed across BCH.  It provides a list of 
general Service Level Targets which will be used by the BCH ICT Department for 
the following processes: 

 Incident Management: The primary objective of Incident Management is to 
return the ICT service to customers as quickly as possible. 

 Problem Management: The primary objectives of Problem Management are to 
prevent incidents from happening and to minimise the impact of incidents that 
cannot be prevented. 

 Request Fulfilment: The primary objective of Request Fulfilment is to satisfy 
Service Requests. A Service Request being a request from a user for 
information or advice, or for a Standard Change or for access to an ICT 
Service. For example to reset a password, provide new equipment.  

92. In addition policies, procedures and key performance indicators will be monitored in 
the areas of Availability Management, Supplier Management, Configuration 
Management and Change Management during Implementation and will be reported 
on through the governance arrangements in the Management Case. 
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E. Management Case 

93. The Management case demonstrates how the project is achievable and can be 
delivered successfully to cost, time and quality.  It provides an outline of the steps 
required to ensure the successful delivery of the ICT change. 

Figure 6: Implementation Plan 

 

 

94. A breakdown of the implementation plan by work stream can be seen in Appendix 
F. 

95. The new collaborated ICT function will be implemented in phases following 
appropriate consultation. 

96. There will be an initial collective consultation process which will give all staff the 
opportunity to comment on the Target Operating Model and overall structure.  Staff 
directly impacted by Phase One will also have individual consultation at this stage.  
This will be followed by further periods of consultation as and when there are firm 
proposals on which to consult. 

97. The change management approach is generally covered by the Reorganisation and 
Redundancy Procedure which is published. 
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98. A Training Needs Analysis (TNA) will be carried out to determine where there are 
gaps in knowledge, skills, etc. and how these are to be filled.  As the new structures 
will be largely filled by existing ICT staff it is not envisaged that this will require a 
significant Learning and Development input.  

99. The communication aim is “to effectively and frequently communicate the work of 
the project with stakeholders, with a view to generating confidence, understanding 
and acceptance among our own staff and, where appropriate, the public.” 

100. All communications will support the key messages detailed in the overall 
communication strategy for the Strategic Alliance: 

 The savings programme in each force alone cannot address the budget gap 
the three forces continue to face without significantly impacting on our ability 
to deliver frontline policing – hence the need to focus on collaboration and the 
Strategic Alliance. 

 It is believed that by taking this approach to the delivery of our organisational 
and operational support functions, we can protect frontline services and 
enable the three forces to deliver an efficient and resilient service to our 
communities. 

 There are robust business case assessments and consultation processes 
which will take place before any decisions are made. 

 There is engagement with key stakeholders, including staff associations at 
each stage of the process. 

Table 16: Communication and Engagement Timescales 

Activity  Date 

Stakeholder Engagement As required and on-going 

Outline Business Case (OBC) submitted to 
the OPCC and JCOB 

October 2014 

Full Business Case (FBC) Submitted October 2015 

Commence Collective Consultation (Phase 1) December 2015 

Implementation Phased (see Appendix F) 

TOM goes live July 2016 
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101. Targeted and relevant communication will be in place to key stakeholders as part of 
the implementation process so that the service delivered improves customer 
satisfaction, in line with the project objectives. 

102. All communications will provide the opportunity for staff and officers to share 
questions and concerns through the Strategic Alliance R in-box and a specific ICT R 
in-box. 

103. Staff Engagement Sessions will also provide the opportunity for questions and 
answers. 

104. Answers to questions will, where appropriate, be shared on the Strategic Alliance 
intranet site. 

105. It is important to evaluate how engaged and informed staff are feeling as the 
collaboration process progresses. 

106. All staff across the three forces will be surveyed at regular intervals to seek their 
understanding of the progress being made by the Strategic Alliance. 

107. Time will also be taken at Staff Engagement sessions to understand how effective 
communications have been. 

108. Visits to the ICT site on the Strategic Alliance intranet site will be monitored to 
establish what information is being accessed and when. 

109. Staff engagement activity has been limited to date with direct updates from the 
Head of ICT and updates through an established cascade process.  A 
communications strategy has been prepared to support work towards the FBC and 
into implementation.  The project has a dedicated micro-site where all staff can view 
any presentations made, read the Q&As from any engagement sessions and view 
copies of the regular bulletins that get sent out to all staff providing updates on the 
project progress and milestones. 

110. The cultural shift approach will emphasise a consultancy style of service delivery to 
ensure that value added resources have a leading role in changing culture and 
direction, and developing leaders. 

111. Participation and involvement of Chief Officers, PCCs and managers within the 
change process through consultation and training, will help encourage engagement 
with the chosen TOM. 

112. ICT progress is reported to the Organisational Support Programme Board which is 
one escalation level below the Joint Chief Officer Board (JCOB).  JCOB then 
escalates relevant information to the tri-force Strategic Alliance Summit (SAS) 
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where PCCs and CCs make the strategic change decisions as well as monitor 
progress of collaborated units. 

113. An Organisational Support Governance Board has also been established which acts 
as the ‘holding to account’ body for change and business as usual.  The 
Organisational Support Governance Board ensures appropriate arrangements are 
in place for effective governance and monitoring of ‘business as usual’ service 
delivery. 

114. JCOB will agree the FBC with the SAS being the final decision body for approval of 
the FBC. 

115. CC Alec Wood is the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO) for the ICT Project. 

 

Figure 7: Project Governance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

116. The top five project risks, including cause, effect and mitigation have been included 
in this business case.  The full risk register, including likelihood and impact scores is 
managed at project level and is monitored through the Organisational Support 
Programme Board.  The Risk Register is utilised to actively mitigate risks and 
contingency funds will be set aside, where required, as recommended in the 
external Assurance Review of the FBC which was conducted in mid-September 
2015. 

117. The below summarises how the Benefits Realisation Plan (BRP) is built and the 
minimum standards required in each Project or Programme.  ICT is currently at the 
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‘Identify’ stage.  However mention will be made to the work which is necessary as 
the project moves from the FBC to implementation and beyond. 

 

Figure 8: Process for Benefits Realisation 

 

 

 

118. This Benefits Realisation Plan: 

 Summarises the work done to identify Benefits, ensuring they 
support the strategic direction given in the Change Mandate; 

 States what the key Benefits are in the project and how they will be 
measured; 

 States who will be responsible for realising these Benefits in the 
project, what enablers need to be delivered, and how this will be 
tracked. 

119. The plan ensures this work is in accordance with the Strategy for BRM used by the 
Strategic Alliance.  This plan will be regularly reviewed as we move to 
implementation and beyond. 

120. These reviews will take place in the Organisational Support Programme and 
Governance boards and in scheduled meetings with the Director of Information. 

121. The Benefits were initially identified by the Project Owner for the ICT programme, 
drawing them from the Objectives of the programme.  This was complemented by 
feedback from customers as part of stakeholder engagement workshops. 

122. The Business Benefits Manager provided quality assurance for the Benefits. 
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123. The Benefits were validated by the Head of ICT as being appropriate for the 
programme, and accurately representing the positive outcomes they would like to 
achieve.  The Table below show the initial benefits register. 

 

Table 17: Benefits Register 

Benefit Description Objective Owner Ben. 
Cat. 

Measure Baseline 

(Before) 

Target 

(After) 

1. Reduce the 
payroll budget 

To reduce 
revenue 
budget 

Head 
of ICT 

1a)  Revenue 
Savings 

£7,051,000 £5,544,000 

2. Reduce the 
non-payroll 
budget 

To reduce 
revenue 
budget 

Head 
of ICT 

1a)  Revenue 
Savings 

£14,261,000 £11,956,000 

3. Maintain 
support to 
collaborated 
projects 

To enable 
and support 
the 
Strategic 
Alliance 

Head 
of ICT 

2a) 

Ensure that 
service delivery 
to the Strategic 
Alliance is 
sustained in line 
with the 
Change 
Portfolio 
programme, 
during the 
transition phase 
to a 
restructured 
department 

Measures to 
be 
developed 

Measures to 
be developed 

4. Maintain 
service delivery 
to business as 
usual  

To enable 
and support 
the 
Strategic 
Alliance 

Head 
of ICT 

2a) 

Measured by 
compliance 
against 
established 
Service Level 
Agreements 

Measures to 
be 
developed, 
based on 
current B/H6 
KPIs 

Measures to 
be 
developed, 
based on 
current B/H 
KPIs 

5. Reduce the 
time taken to 
resolve issues 

To increase 
customer 
satisfaction  

Head 
of ICT 

2a) 

This refers to 
the time taken 
to investigate 
and resolve 
issues and fix 
operational 
failures. 
Reduction in 
incident reports 
that require 
multiple team 
investigation 
(‘Ping Pong’ 
report). 

Baseline to 
collected 

Targets to be 
set 

                                                

6 Bedfordshire - Hertfordshire 
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Benefit Description Objective Owner Ben. 
Cat. 

Measure Baseline 

(Before) 

Target 

(After) 

6. Increase 
customer 
satisfaction 
with fewer 
passwords 

To increase 
customer 
satisfaction  

Head 
of ICT 

2a) 

Reducing and 
converging the 
number of 
applications will 
reduce the 
number of 
password 
resets required 

Baseline to 
be collected 

Targets to be 
set 

7. Increase 
customer 
satisfaction 
with simplified 
access to 
systems 

To increase 
customer 
satisfaction  

Head 
of ICT 

2a) 

Users, 
irrespective of 
their employing 
force, will have 
a common and 
consistent way 
to access force 
systems and 
information. 
This will be 
beneficial 
particularly 
when moving 
across teams 
and into/out of 
collaborated 
units. 

Measures to 
be 
developed, 
and added to 
KPIs 

Measures to 
be 
developed, 
and added to 
KPIs 

8. Maintain 
overall 
customer 
satisfaction 

To increase 
customer 
satisfaction  

Head 
of ICT 

2a) 

By having a 
single way to 
communicate 
and engage 
with the ICT 
department will 
improve 
satisfaction 

Baseline to 
be 
confirmed, 
using current 
B/H KPIs 

Targets to be 
set, based on 
current B/H 
KPIs 

 

124. A draft Benefits Map is included at Appendix I.  This shows how the various Benefits 
relate to the project Objectives, highlights priority business activities required, and 
key enablers for delivering the Benefits. 

125. Measures track progress towards realising Benefits.  The Benefits measures will be 
gathered by: 

 Tracking revenue budget; 

 Measuring delivery against Service Level agreements, including 
existing KPIs within BCH ICT; 

 Measuring customer satisfaction with new measurement 
processes put in place. 

126. Revenue baselines have been collected.  Financial milestones are given in the 
Financial Case. 

127. £1.646m has already been returned to the forces, £0.626m out of this have been 
removed from the 15/16 baseline budgets as part of the overall savings objective for 
ICT. 
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128. As stated in Table 17, there is a substantial piece of work required to confirm 
measures, establishment measurement processes, and collect baselines. 

129. Measurement of benefits will be resourced by the BCH ICT function, with expertise 
provided by the Change Portfolio Office. 

130. Benefits Management will be established as a critical pathway in the Implementation 
Plan. 

131. Each function within ICT will be tasked with delivering against the Benefits in the 
Implementation Plan. 

132. The Benefits Plan will be reviewed after the FBC decision.  With reference to Table 
17, the priority actions are: 

 Confirming measures for the relevant Benefits; 

 Collecting baseline data for all Benefits, this will allow Targets to be set; 

 Confirming milestones to reach these Targets and their tolerances. 

133. Benefits tracking will start as soon as practicable after FBC approval.  It will be 
repeated at milestones in the Implementation, some of which are given above, as 
well as at 6 and 12 months after Implementation as the basis for the project's Post 
Implementation Review (PIR). 

134. The BCH ICT team will be responsible for providing the data required to track the 
Benefits.  The cost of Benefits Realisation refers here to the time taken and 
resource required to track Benefits appropriately.  The costs for this cannot currently 
be estimated, as they will depend on the degree to which data collection can be 
automated and aligned with the KPIs of the department.  An estimate will be made 
once measures and targets have been set. 

135. The BCH Head of ICT will be responsible for ensuring that the necessary business 
changes take place to ensure Benefits are realised, taking remedial action where 
necessary. 

136. Progress towards Benefits will be tracked at the Organisational Support Programme 
and Governance boards.  The SRO and chair of the Organisational Support 
Programme Board is responsible for ensuring benefits are realised in their 
programme, and dependencies are managed. 

137. The SRO is in turn accountable to the Joint Chief Officer Board. 

138. The agreed employment model is that of a shared service approach. 

139. For ‘allocated posts’ i.e. those where there are more than three of a particular role, 
each of the three forces will be allocated a proportion of the posts in an agreed 
formula on the basis of: 

 Bedfordshire 24.42% 

 Cambridgeshire 31.20% 

 Hertfordshire 44.38% 

140. For ‘unallocated posts’ i.e. where there are less than three of a particular role, these 
will be filled on the basis of best person for the role and could be filled by staff from 
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any of the forces.  Staff and officers will remain with their home force and on that 
force’s terms and conditions. 

141. As part of the ICT project, an Equality Impact Assessment was undertaken to 
identify whether there would be disproportionate negative impacts on any one 
particular group of individuals.  The Assessment showed that there may be slight 
negative impacts on those with flexible working arrangements and those with 
disabilities as the new Target Operating Model may require additional travel for 
some roles.  However the level of impact brought by the change was deemed to 
have been low and these aspects will be monitored carefully during impementation. 

142. As no new information will be collected on individuals and data will not be used in 
any way beyond what would be considered normal for an ICT function, there were 
no impacts on the privacy of individuals. 

143. An external Assurance Review of the Project identified the following actions which 
will be progressed as part of the implementation of this FBC: 

 

Table 18: Essential Assurance Review Recommendations 

Ref. Recommendation 

E1 A fully defined and populated TOM should be produced as the bases for staff 

consultation and the definition of ICT infrastructure and service development 

projects. (November 2015) 

E2 The Governance arrangements for ICT should be refined. (January 2016) 

E3 The Commercial Case should be reviewed in light of the agreed TOM. 

(January 2016) 

E4 Skilled procurement representation should be included in appropriate groups. 

(January 2016) 

E5 It would be useful to provide a sensitivity analysis which assesses the financial 

impact in income and expenditure of the upside and downside scenarios 

against the base case. (January 2015) 

E6 To assist with future financial planning and decision making it would be helpful 

to develop a cost benefit analysis/ROI analysis for effective appraisal. 

(November 2015) 
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E7 Develop a communication strategy through a review of stakeholder 

engagement to enable a culture of two-way knowledge transfer between ICT 

and key functional areas. (November 2015) 

E8 The risk register should be kept under constant review and target resolution 

dates should be identified and monitored. (January 2016) 

E9 The project should review the demands placed on ICT, both through the 

change process and in the new model in the light of the demands placed on 

them and the exposure to a buoyant ICT market, and consider strengthening 

both the capabilities and the capacity of ICT leadership roles and support 

partners. (January 2015) 

E10 A business-led BCH ICT Strategy should be developed. (March 2016) 

E11 A Portfolio ICT Roadmap should be created setting out all the ICT activity 

required to deliver the BCH portfolio. (December 2015) 

E12 An ICT view of the portfolio-wide dependency matrix should form the basis of 

the ICT Roadmap. (December 2015) 
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F. Financial Case 

144. The financial case sets out the projected financial implications of the TOM.  Savings 
are detailed and phased over the years they are anticipated to be realised.  It also 
sets out the cost apportionment arrangement proposed for the delivery of the joint 
ICT department. 

145. This section discusses the current view of affordability of the ICT collaboration 
project: 

 It compares the magnitude and phasing of the forecast savings compared 
to the project’s savings targets as outlined in the Change Mandate; 

 It presents the split of forecast ICT collaboration implementation and 
operating costs into capital and revenue spend and indicates how this 
might be allocated to each of the tohree forces, demonstrating the funding 
that must be made available in future medium-term budgets in order that 
the project be affordable. 

Table 19: Breakdown of cashable and potential cashable savings (£’000, 

nominal prices) 

£’000, nominal prices 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Cashable Savings within project control 

Police Staff 0 1,130 1,507 1,507 1,507 

Police Officers 0 0 0 0 0 

Other (including Transport and 
Supplies and Services) 

920 1,305 2,305 2,305 2,305 

Total 920 2,435 3,812 3,812 3,812 

Potentially Cashable Savings but dependent on wider business decisions 

Other - 0 0 0 0 

Total 0 0 0 0 0 

  

TOTAL 920 2,435 3,812 3,812 3,812 

 

146. Early savings of £1.646m were identified in 2014/2015, £0.626m of these have been 
removed from the 2015/16 budget, while the remaining £1m is expected to be seen 
as a reduction in the telephony expenditure in 2015/16. 

147. The Change Mandate presented an initial view of the savings targeted by the ICT 
programme, predicated on achieving 16% savings on ICT 2014/15 baseline 
budgets, by the end of the financial year 2017/18. 

148. Through the stages from the Change Mandate into OBC and through to this FBC, 
the baseline for ICT has been reviewed and refined to ensure it captures the full 
scope of budgets that are relevant to the project.  The baseline has also been 
uplifted to the 2015/16 budgets set by Chief Finance Officers.  The new target 
savings is now £4.6m which includes £0.626m already achieved in 2014/15. 
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149. Table 20 presents the original targeted baseline budget outlined in the Mandate 
alongside the updated targeted baseline budget, which has been derived by 
applying the same assumptions used to calculate the Mandate target to the updated 
baseline.  The table demonstrates how the projected savings for the chosen TOM 
option in the Economic Case compares to the original target savings (assuming that 
all the savings for this purpose are ultimately cashable). 

Table 20: Current view of ICT affordability against savings targets (£’000, 

nominal prices) 

£’000, nominal prices 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Target Savings 

Original savings profile (Mandate) 1,607 2,367 3,127 3,127 3,127 

Updated savings target (22% of 2014/15 
budget £20,933k) 

2,120 2,884 4,000 4,000 4,000 

Target as a % of OBC baseline of £20,933k 10.13% 13.78% 19.11% 19.11% 19.11% 

Chosen TOM  

Chosen TOM Projected Savings 920 2,435 3,812 3,812 3,812 

Variance against updated target  -1,200 -449 -188 -188 -188 

Current forecast savings as a % of revised 
baseline of £21.31m) 

4.32% 11.43% 17.89% 17.89% 17.89% 

 

150. As demonstrated by Table 20, the project has made considerable progress towards 
identifying savings against the baseline position, and is projecting to achieve in 
excess of the target Mandate savings, albeit at a slower pace than originally 
anticipated.  The savings presented in this business case represent those for which 
the project has a high level of confidence based on analysis completed since the 
OBC. 

151. Table 21 presents the project implementation and forecast BCH ICT service running 
budgets split by capital and revenue spend.  This is the current view of funding that 
will need to be allocated to ICT Department in medium-term budgets to allow it to 
deliver the Target Operating Model.  Further refinement to these estimates will be 
achieved through detailed design for the implementation stage of the programme. 

Table 21: Project costs split into capital and revenue spend (£’000, nominal 

prices) 

£’000, nominal prices 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Implementation Costs 

Capital 1,220 1,129 0 0 0 

Revenue 0 423 44 11 0 

Total Implementation Cost 1,220 1,552 44 11 0 

ICT Ongoing Operating Costs  

Revenue 21,312 18,877 17,500 17,500 17,500 

Total Operating Costs 21,312 18,877 17,500 17,500 17,500 

TOTAL 22,532 20,429 17,544 17,511 17,500 
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152. The implementation costs will be funded from either the capital programme or 
reserve pool of the three forces.  The level of Reserves held by each Force for the 
purpose of funding the costs of implementation for the whole of the BCH Change 
Programme on 31/03/2015 stood at Bedfordshire £6m, Cambridgeshire £11.3m and 
Hertfordshire £25.6m. 

153. The Payback Period tables below refer to the calculated savings achieved in the 
year compared to the base line of the budgeted costs for 2015/16.  Both the capital 
implementation and the transition costs were used in determining how long it will 
take for the savings projected to fully fund the programme.  The analysis showed 
that the cost of the programme will be recovered in 25 months from beginning of 
2015/16 through the cumulative savings.  No account is taken of inflation or the time 
value of money. 

 

Table 22: Current view of ICT Payback Period (£’000, nominal prices) 

£’000, nominal prices 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Target Savings 

Savings from base case 0 -2,435 -3,812 -3,812 -3,812 

one off Implementation costs 1,220 1,552 44 11 0 

Net saving (-) or cost (+) in the year 1,220 -883 -3,768 -3,801 -3,812 

Net cumulative saving (-) or cost (+) 
from base case 

1,220 337 -3,431 -7,232 -11,044 

Payback period when break even (in 
months) 

    25.1     

 

154. The Net Present Value analysis below takes account of the time value of money.  It 
shows the distribution of cash flows over the next 5 years.  The programme has a 
positive net present value of £9.9m.  The weighted average cost of capital was 
assumed to be 3.5%. 

 

Table 23: Current view of Net Present Value (£’000, nominal prices) 

£’000, nominal prices 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Target Savings 

Savings from base case 0 -2,435 -3,812 -3,812 -3,812 

one off Implementation costs 1,220 1,552 44 11 0 

Net saving (-) or cost (+) in the year 1,220 -883 -3,768 -3,801 -3,812 

Net cumulative saving (-) or cost (+) 
from base case 

1,220 337 -3,431 -7,232 -11,044 

Discount Factor 1.00 0.97 0.93 0.90 0.87 

DCF 1,220 -853 -3,517 -3,428 -3,322 

NPV 9,901     
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155. The three Police & Crime Commissioners have committed significant capital 
resources for ICT applications, replacement and infrastructure in their Capital 
Programmes and also via the awarded Government Innovation Fund.  It is 
considered that the existing capital replacement programmes will be sufficient to 
meet the transitional and convergence costs involved in establishing single ICT 
systems and infrastructure. 

156. The basic assumptions applied within the FBC are as follows: 

 Implementation costs and ongoing operating costs will be funded jointly by 
Bedfordshire Police, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Constabularies out of their 
agreed budget settlements, capital programmes and reserves, and no additional 
funding will be requested from HM Treasury to fund the project; 

 Ongoing costs will be split between the three forces on the basis of 2015/16 Net 
Revenue Expenditure (NRE), with an adjustment applied should the formula result 
in any one or more forces costing more under the collaborated structure than 
current arrangements. 

 

Table 24: Funding split by 2015/16 Net Revenue Expenditure 

Force % split 

Bedfordshire Police 24.42 

Cambridgeshire Constabulary 31.20 

Hertfordshire Constabulary 44.38 

 

157. This would result in funding required from each force as outlined in the table below. 

 

Table 25: Indicative project funding required from each force (£’000, nominal 

prices) 

£’000, nominal prices 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Implementation Costs (Capital) 

Funded by Bedfordshire 298 276 0 0 0 

Funded by Cambridgeshire 381 352 0 0 0 

Funded by Hertfordshire 541 501 0 0 0 

Total Revenue Cost 1,220 1,129 0 0 0 

Implementation Costs (Revenue) 

Funded by Bedfordshire 0 103 11 3 0 

Funded by Cambridgeshire 0 132 14 3 0 

Funded by Hertfordshire 0 188 20 5 0 

Total Revenue Cost 0 423 44 11 0 

ICT Ongoing Operating Costs (Revenue) 
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£’000, nominal prices 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Funded by Bedfordshire 4,846 4,610 4,274 4,274 4,274 

Funded by Cambridgeshire 7,662 5,890 5,460 5,460 5,460 

Funded by Hertfordshire 8,804 8,378 7,767 7,767 7,767 

Total Revenue Cost 21,312 18,877 17,500 17,500 17,500 

Total Costs 

Funded by Bedfordshire 5,144 4,989 4,284 4,276 4,274 

Funded by Cambridgeshire 8,043 6,374 5,474 5,463 5,460 

Funded by Hertfordshire 9,345 9,066 7,786 7,771 7,767 

TOTAL 22,532 20,429 17,544 17,511 17,500 

 

158. This is a working assumption and is subject to the Portfolio consideration of 
apportionment methodology.  This will need to be tested and agreed with all Chief 
Finance Officers and wider stakeholders.  Considerations will include: 

 Should the BCH Programme default for apportioning costs (one-off and 
ongoing) be based on NRE; 

 Should an adjustment be applied to ensure no one force incurs additional 
costs under a collaborated structure; 

 If one force were to require different service levels than another force, it 
may be reasonable for that force to provide a greater funding contribution 
to the collaborative service. 

159. The latest thinking is that apportionment of costs based on demand would be 
applicable after the first year of operation of the full TOM.  At that point in time 
service volumes within the future model will be better understood having been 
based on real data (and will be different to current service volumes).  The aim will 
be for consistent service across all three forces and demand data will start to be 
collated immediately following appointment of the senior team into the new TOM 
structure. 

160. Financial Benefits are distributed based on the settlement grant formula (NRE) as 
the default allocation basis.  Therefore the savings due to each force would be as 
shown in the table below. 

 

Table 26: Proposed BCH ICT budget and savings apportionment 

PROPOSED  BCH BUDGET AND SAVINGS 
APPORTIONMENT 

Beds Cambs Herts TOTAL 

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 

Current Baseline Budget   4,846 7,662 8,804 21,312 

2015/16 Savings 
 (based on NRE cost 
apportionment, and 
"no force loses adj" 
where applicable) 

-135 -540 -245 -920 

2016/17 Savings -101 -1,232 -182 -1,515 

2017/18 Savings -336 -430 -611 -1,377 

2018/19 Savings 0 0 0 0 

2020/21 Savings     0 0 0 0 

TOTAL Savings per Force   -573 -2,202 -1,038 -3,812 

FUTURE TOM BASELINE BUDGET 4,274 5,460 7,767 17,500 
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161. The skewed distribution reflects the fact that Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire have 
already driven out ICT collaboration efficiencies from the creation of a single unit for 
the two forces, and the current different spending levels on ICT across the forces.  
As set out in the Strategic Case, alongside the direct cashable savings, the 
establishment of common ICT systems and processes in support and operational 
areas will enable significant further savings across the three collaboration work 
streams. 

162. The programme is not expected to have any significant impact on the balance 
sheet. 

163. Capital items are generally purchased on a Force specific basis.  As part of the 
historical strategic application alignment processes across Bedfordshire and 
Hertfordshire, and increasingly the three forces, the ICT capital programme budgets 
are aligned wherever possible, with major schemes represented in the individual 
force budgets.  Where costs are to be shared across the forces in aligned projects – 
whether on a two or three force project – one force as the lead purchaser raises the 
Purchase Order (PO) to the supplier and then cross-invoices the other force(s), 
normally using the agreed percentage ratios. 

164. Asset ownership is dealt with by similar principles, being recorded as shared BH 
assets during the period during which BH ICT have been collaborated, and BCH 
assets as appropriate where they have been purchased as aligned projects.  There 
was agreement between forces in 2013 that physical assets e.g. laptops and 
desktops can move between forces if of low value, within collaborative teams and 
are traceable, and this principle is also employed for software licenses. 

165. It is anticipated that the project will be accounted for in line with standard police 
accounting policies.  This will be further explored as a part of the implementation 
stage of the programme. 
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G. Commercial Case 

166. This section outlines how the joint ICT department for Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire 
and Hertfordshire would operate and the proposed governance arrangements. 

167. The governance of the joint Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire ICT 
department will be determined by a Section 22 Agreement.  It is envisaged that this 
will prescribe the arrangements in the following key areas: 

 Length of Agreement 

 Termination of Agreement 

 Variation of Agreement 

 Ownership of Assets 

 Employment model for Police Staff Employees 

 Management of the Arrangement 

 Service Delivery Management 

 Sharing of Costs/Savings 

 Liabilities 

 Service Level Agreement 

168. Currently the joint ICT Governance Board has representation from the Chief Officers 
of all three forces and the ICT SMT.  It is proposed that this structure remains in 
place with the following remit: 

 To agree the joint ICT strategy. 

 To deliver ICT enablers (hardware, software and architecture) to support changes 
driven by the Change Portfolio / Strategic Alliance Change Mandate. 

 To approve budget proposals and receive reports on expenditure. 

 To call the Director of Information to account on service delivery using agreed 
SLAs \ KPIs. 

 To agree deviations from the strategy when necessary, for example to respond to 
exceptional local pressures. 

 Ensure convergence with any National ICT Strategy on major ICT projects. 

169. Work is ongoing to establish the new line management arrangements for ICT.  This 
will be finalised in preparation for the Section 22. 

170. The TOM is designed on the basis that there is no additional requirement for estate 
beyond that which is occupied now by ICT staff in all three forces.  At the start of the 
implementation of the TOM in 2015/16, staff will remain in their existing location in 
the new structures with some required to work on an ‘agile’ basis travelling between 
the three counties to deliver service. 

171. The Section 22 Agreement will define the scope of the services to be delivered by 
the joint ICT department, which will generally be the same as those provided 
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currently although levels of service will be harmonised.  The core deliverables are 
already understood and uncontroversial.  There are some functions however that 
are within the scope of ICT in some forces and not in others and these will require 
further discussion before a final scope is agreed. 

172. Some of the functions within scope include (but are not limited to): 

 Service Desk 

 1st/2nd/3rd Line support 

 Airwave Support 

 Support of external bodies (e.g. Regional Intelligence Unit) where commitments 
already exist 

 Architecture and technical design 

 Project and programme delivery 

 System and software development 

173. Key anomalies for further discussion include: 

 System / User Administration 

 CCTV and digital imaging 

 Website and intranet development 

174. Functions that are clearly outside the remit of the joint ICT department include: 

 Digital forensics 

 Technical Support Unit (TSU) 

175. In addition this FBC and the IMD Business Case propose that a single Information 
Directorate is created with all the in-scope ICT and IM functions coming together.  
Implementation of the TOM for the Information Directorate (i.e. IM and ICT) will be 
led from internal resources but at certain points consultancy support may be 
required and this will be procured in line with the BCH procurment policies and 
procedures. 

176. The Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire joint ICT department currently use the internal 
‘shared services’ approach, which had been the model for previous collaborations, 
whereby each force continues to employ their own staff who report to a common 
management team.  This has its own tensions, including the difficulty in moving to 
common terms and conditions for staff, the variety of approaches to HR including 
staff development, restructuring, PDR and budgeting. 

177. During the first phase of establishing a joint ICT department, involving the 
appointment of a joint SMT (see Management Case for further detail), the existing 
employment arrangements for ICT staff will continue as they are today.  However, 
given the scale of the two departments, and the likely significant restructuring of the 
current teams, consideration will be given to moving to an aligned Terms and 
Conditions frmaework in the medium-term.  This work will form part of a larger future 
BCH-wide consideration and will not just be limited to consideration for ICT. 

178. The presumption is that contracts remain with their existing corporation sole, 
however each contract owned by any of the stakeholders will be examined during 
the implementation period and work will be undertaken to align contract end dates. 

179. A Sourcing Strategy for ICT will be defined with the Procurement Department as 
part of the Implementation.  This will define the circumstances in which external 
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suppliers will be considered and how these will be sources in line with procurement 
policies and procedures.  The use of single suppliers is the preferred route with a 
single BCH Product Catalog.  Multiple suppliers will be considered where the case 
is justified from a value for money perspective.   
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H. Appendices 
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1. Bedfordshire & Hertfordshire Organisational structure 
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2. Cambridgeshire Organisational Structure 
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Project Mgt. X 3

Enterprise Arch. X 1

Programming X 6

Client Dev. X 3 

Network X 8

Communications X 10

System Admin X 10

Database Admin X 5

Target State Functional Model for Beds, Herts and Cambs ICT

ICT Operations X 1

Service Mgt. X 9

Support X 24

Policy Support X 7

Business Support X 9

Financial Analysis X 2

Procurement X 2

Asset Coordination X 4

Bus Support coord. X2

Change Co-ord.  X2

Testing X 3

Projects
X 4

Client 
Services
X 1

Network
& Comms.
X 1

Server & 
Database 
Mgt X 1

Enterprise
Architec

-ture
X 1

Operations
X 1

Application
Support X 1

Business
Mgt. x 2

Service 
Mgt. X 2
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1. Airwave (BH team) Support and management within BH of the dedicated emergency services communication 
solution and liaison with the national solution provider. The team are also responsible for the 
support of the mobile data solutions and co-ordinate the support of BodyWorn Video cameras. 

2. Desktop Services 
(BH team) 

Support and management of the desktop environment – this includes packaging the delivery of 
software packages to desktops, investigating faults and developing services further e.g. 
introduction of new office releases, upgrades to windows, etc 

3. Servers and Systems  
(BH team) 

Support and management of the server and systems estate.  
The server estate is a complex environment of virtual and dedicated platforms that include 
specialist storage facilities including storage area networks (SAN).  
The systems are the corporate applications that are managed and maintained by the team. 
There is a portfolio of over 200 line of business applications that are supported including 
nationally delivered, COTS, bespoke and locally developed solutions 

4. Infrastructure (BH 
team) 

Support and management of the networking and firewall environments within the force areas, 
which includes the confidential environments too 

5. a. Database & Client 
Management (C team)- 
Database 

The team maintain all of the databases that support the force’s main systems, such as, 
Command & Control, Crime File, and Holmes. The team is also responsible for producing and 
maintaining data extracts, which are sent between systems and externally to third parties to 
facilitate problem management. 

5.b Database & Client 
Management (C team)- 
Client 

The purpose of the team is to ensure user applications are delivered to each individual's 
desktop. There are over 600 applications currently deliverable and they must all be tested 
before implementing, to ensure compatibility. 

6. Service Operation (C 
team) 

e Support Team provide technical support, assistance and advice to users in respect of IT 
faults, problems and queries, ensuring each request is resolved and actioned within agreed 
time limits. An on-call service is provided outside those hours, in response to technical 
problems and faults affecting force operations or in support of critical and major incidents. 
User Management 
The user managers are responsible for the applications support and administration for all 
corporate applications. The team are a key liaison point between the department and the 
users. 
Service Desk  
The ICT Service Desk is the single point of contact for all ICT issues. The team receive record 
and track IT, Communication and ANPR problems and incidents raised by users. The team 
provide an initial assessment, resolution or referral of incidents. 

7. Communications (C 
team)  

The team are responsible for delivering and maintaining the critical voice communication 
systems used by the Constabulary as well as some data services. These services underpin 
much of the front-line policing functions as well as many other support services and include 
delivering and maintaining the Airwave radios system, "end-to-end" encrypted Airwave radio 
system, audio recording systems, Integrated Communication Control System (ICCS), landline 
telephony, mobile telephony and support of the helicopter downlink (Heli-teli) system. 

8. Network and Security 
Management (C team) 

The team’s responsibilities are wide ranging, but include ensuring the efficient running of the 
Forces network infrastructure, including bandwidth to sites, security of the link, resilience, 
hardware and switching and routing. 

9. Finance & Contract 
Technical Coordination 
(BH team) 

Provides the purchasing provision for the BH department and all IT and Communications 
related purchases for BH. Co-ordinates the capital and parts of the revenue budgets within the 
department 

10. Customer Service 
Management (BH team) 

Manages detailed application revenue budgets as well as the contracts for the department. In 
addition, manages the ITIL processes and the Service Asset and Configuration Management 
teams and is the escalation point for customer complaints to the department 

11. Architecture 
Management (BH team) 

A team that operates across the BCH environment providing the function of the overall 
architecture sign approval. The team undertake detailed analysis and produce detailed 
technical designs to support the emerging infrastructure changes and new technologies. The 
team provide a core facility across BCH.  

12. Business Support 
(BH team) 

Provides a full administrative service to BH including the arrangement and administration of 
meetings, accommodation and travel arrangements, administration of annual leave, etc. 
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13. Transition 
Management (C team) 

 
Service Level, Resource and Continuity Team 
A team that maintain and provide information in three key areas of ICT:  
Service Levels - Delivering and maintaining negotiated and agreed levels of ICT services with 
all business areas.  
Resourcing - Keeping a current and up to date picture of all ICT resources to assist the 
business to facilitate prioritisation of their Change programme.  
Business Continuity – reviewing, updating and testing the ICT Business Continuity Plan  
The team also promote ICT products and services within the business. 
Budget / Admin & Procurement Team 
Within these three teams, there are Budget Analysts, Procurement and Stock Co-ordinators 
and an Administrative Assistant. The Budget Team manage the financial management process 
for ICT, from bid submission through to forecasting and monitoring of expenditure, striving to 
ensure that ICT has the funding required to support the current estate and infrastructure, and 
planning financially for future developments in line with business requirements and force plans 
and objectives.  
Opportunities for streamlining budgets and efficiency gains, through various means, are 
continually sought.  
ICT Procurement & Stock are responsible for the purchasing of all force wide ICT equipment, 
both hardware and software (NB: single point of contact remains as the ICT Service Desk) and 
investigate, plan and co-ordinate move/change requests. They manage and review stock 
levels, advise on force standard equipment and undertake product evaluations in conjunction 
with specialist staff to assess service viability of new equipment. They also maintain ICT's 
current asset database.  
The Admin Assistants support the entire ICT department with their administrative needs, from 
the processing of overtime claims, meeting arrangements, document presentation, 
accommodation and travel arrangements, stationery supplies etc, to co-ordinating personnel 
related details e.g. working time directive, annual leave, training liaison with L&D etc. 
Configuration, Change & Release Team  
The team is responsible for delivering and maintaining a robust Configuration, Change and 
Release process, ensuring that all ICT changes are handled according to ITIL (Information 
Technology Infrastructure Library) good practice. This is the widely accepted approach to IT 
service management. The team ensures that liaison with other areas of ICT and the 
Constabulary is fluent in the area of change, thus enabling ICT to meet the Business set 
priorities. 

14. Development (BH 
team) 

 
Develops and maintain bespoke systems using industry standard tools and facilities. 
Capabilities include, provide and support interfaces to allow system interoperability, develop 
and support the data warehouse, multiple system search, etc. Develop SharePoint sites. 

 
15. Programme 
Management (BH team) 

 
Provides a professional project and programme management facility to support the full project 
and programme lifecycle. The team includes a small and dedicated PMO capability.  

 
16. Programme and 
Application 
Management (C team) 

 
Applications Team 
A team of Analyst Programmers maintain the force's internally written software applications. 
This includes: the force website, CamNet Info, CamNet Vision, CamNet Mobile, Lotus Notes 
databases. The team are dedicated to producing quality applications to deliver maximum 
benefit to the force. 
Project Management Team 
A team that manage all ICT related activities on behalf of business project managers and 
others requiring changes to systems. Specifically the team will assist in identifying any 
necessary ICT tasks, establishing costs, planning and coordinating the workload across the 
various teams within the ICT department 

17. ICT Information and Communication Technologies 

18. METIS A business transformation programme with effective utilisation of modern ICT at its heart.  
METIS provides a significant collaborative opportunity to utilise technology to transform the 
way services are delivered both to the public and internally. 

19. Athena Athena is a new integrated operational policing system that will provide real-time intelligence 
and other key information across all participating forces. So far nine forces have signed up to 
using Athena. These are Essex, Kent, Norfolk, Suffolk, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and 
Hertfordshire, Warwickshire and West Mercia. 
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GOVERNANCE 228.19 days 14.44 days 18% Wed 22/07/15 Mon 06/06/16

   Programme Board Meetings 228.19 days 14.44 days 18% Wed 22/07/15 Mon 06/06/16

      July 2015 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 100% Wed 22/07/15 Wed 22/07/15

      September 2015 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 100% Tue 08/09/15 Tue 08/09/15

      October 2015 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Tue 13/10/15 Tue 13/10/15

      November 2015 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Tue 17/11/15 Tue 17/11/15

      December 2015 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Tue 22/12/15 Tue 22/12/15

      January 2016 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Mon 11/01/16 Mon 11/01/16

      February Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Mon 08/02/16 Mon 08/02/16

      March 2016 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Mon 07/03/16 Mon 07/03/16

      April 2016 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Mon 11/04/16 Mon 11/04/16

      May 2016 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Mon 09/05/16 Mon 09/05/16

      June 2016 Programme Board Meeting 1.5 hrs 1.31 days 0% Mon 06/06/16 Mon 06/06/16

Programme & Project Management 440 days 396 days 0% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 03/03/17

   Programme & Project Management 440 days 352 days 0% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 03/03/17

   Technical Management & Strategy 440 days 44 days 0% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 03/03/17

INTERIM PROJECTS 105 days 73.2 days 28% Mon Fri 27/11/15
   Lync / Skype for Business 7 days 7.2 days 48% Mon 20/07/15 Tue 28/07/15

      Finalise the Documentation & Support Processes 5 days 3 days 80% Mon 20/07/15 Fri 24/07/15

      Review of application performance 1 day 1 day 80% Fri 24/07/15 Fri 24/07/15

      Addition of Local Lync Servers in WGC & Kempston 2 days 2 days 0% Mon 27/07/15 Tue 28/07/15

      Increase Link Bandwidth between WGC & Huntingdon 2 days 1.2 days 0% Mon 27/07/15 Tue 28/07/15

   Migration to Single Exchange Environment 105 days 66 days 27% Mon 06/07/15 Fri 27/11/15

      Finalise the Exchange 2013 build in ER domain 20 days 20 days 80% Mon 06/07/15 Fri 31/07/15

      Joint Investigation, Design & Planning 20 days 8 days 50% Mon 03/08/15 Fri 28/08/15

      Prepare for Migration of Cambs users to Exchange 2013 20 days 10 days 50% Mon 31/08/15 Fri 25/09/15

      Run Cambs User Migration to Exchange 2013 10 days 3 days 0% Mon 28/09/15 Fri 09/10/15

      Prepare for Migration of Herts/Beds users 20 days 12 days 0% Mon 31/08/15 Fri 25/09/15

      Run Beds User Migration to Exchange 2013 20 days 4 days 0% Mon 28/09/15 Fri 23/10/15

      Run Herts User Migration to Exchange 2013 20 days 4 days 0% Mon 26/10/15 Fri 20/11/15

      Finalise the Documentation & Support Processes 5 days 5 days 0% Mon 23/11/15 Fri 27/11/15

CORE SINGLE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT 350 days 625.9 22% Mon Fri 28/10/16
   Final Build Runthroughs & Preparation 10 days 10 days 100% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 10/07/15

   Test Build 5 days 21.8 days 100% Mon 13/07/15 Fri 17/07/15

      Final Preparation for Test Build 1 day 1 day 100% Mon 13/07/15 Mon 13/07/15

      Core Test/Staging Environment Build 3 days 19.8 days 100% Tue 14/07/15 Thu 16/07/15

      Finalise Documentation 1 day 1 day 100% Fri 17/07/15 Fri 17/07/15

   Live Build 70 days 188.6 days 80% Mon 27/07/15 Fri 30/10/15

      Core SI Build Pre-Prequisites 35 days 51 days 100% Mon 27/07/15 Fri 11/09/15

         New Range IP Address Allocation 30 days 12 days 100% Mon 27/07/15 Fri 04/09/15

         Security World & HSMs (for PKI) Pre-requisites 30 days 9 days 100% Mon 27/07/15 Fri 04/09/15

         Joint Hyper-V Set-Up & Configuration 35 days 21 days 100% Mon 27/07/15 Fri 11/09/15

         Physical Server Set-Up 30 days 9 days 100% Mon 27/07/15 Fri 04/09/15

      Build 15 days 89.6 days 19% Mon 14/09/15 Fri 02/10/15

         Production Environment Build 15 days 89.6 days 19% Mon 14/09/15 Fri 02/10/15

            Core Production Test & Live Environment Build 15 days 84 days 20% Mon 14/09/15 Fri 02/10/15

            Finalise Documentation 1 day 5.6 days 0% Fri 02/10/15 Fri 02/10/15

      SI Live Environment Testing 20 days 48 days 0% Mon 05/10/15 Fri 30/10/15

         Testing 20 days 48 days 0% Mon 05/10/15 Fri 30/10/15
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   Migration to Single Core Infrastructure 260 days 302 days 0% Mon 02/11/15 Fri 28/10/16

      Computer Objects (x86 Stream) 260 days 146 days 0% Mon 02/11/15 Fri 28/10/16

         Workstation Migration 20 days 34 days 0% Mon 02/11/15 Fri 27/11/15

         Application Objects 20 days 34 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 25/12/15

            Migrate & configure packages & application installs 20 days 34 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 25/12/15

         Server Cutover & Migration 260 days 78 days 0% Mon 02/11/15 Fri 28/10/16

      User Objects (Identity Stream) 60 days 156 days 0% Mon 28/12/15 Fri 18/03/16

         User Migration 20 days 24 days 0% Mon 28/12/15 Fri 22/01/16

         Application Authentication Changes 60 days 132 days 0% Mon 28/12/15 Fri 18/03/16

   Identity Management (FIM) 110 days 103.5 days 0% Mon 20/07/15 Fri 18/12/15

      Obtain Authorisation to Proceed 10 days 1 day 0% Mon 20/07/15 Fri 31/07/15

      Procure Design Consultancy Services 40 days 20 days 0% Mon 03/08/15 Fri 25/09/15

      FIM Design & Planning 15 days 18 days 0% Mon 12/10/15 Fri 30/10/15

         FIM "Envisioning" 5 days 6.5 days 0% Mon 12/10/15 Fri 16/10/15

         FIM Planning 5 days 7.5 days 0% Mon 19/10/15 Fri 23/10/15

         Review Design & Agree Way Forward 5 days 4 days 0% Mon 26/10/15 Fri 30/10/15

      FIM Implementation 30 days 64.5 days 0% Mon 09/11/15 Fri 18/12/15

         FIM Build 15 days 38 days 0% Mon 09/11/15 Fri 27/11/15

         FIM Stabilization 5 days 9.5 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 04/12/15

         FIM Handover to Operations 5 days 8.5 days 0% Mon 07/12/15 Fri 11/12/15

         FIM Deployment 5 days 8.5 days 0% Mon 14/12/15 Fri 18/12/15

DATA CENTRE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT 430 days 455 days 4% Mon Fri 17/02/17
   Infrastructure Design 80 days 64 days 25% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 16/10/15

      Finalise Data Centre Rationalised Infrastructure Design 80 days 64 days 25% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 16/10/15

   Planning 30 days 22 days 0% Mon 19/10/15 Fri 27/11/15

      Identify work needed for new Data Centre implementation 20 days 16 days 0% Mon 19/10/15 Fri 13/11/15

      Agree Business Case for Data Centre implementation 10 days 6 days 0% Mon 16/11/15 Fri 27/11/15

   Data Centre Implementation 320 days 369 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 17/02/17

      Procurement 40 days 48 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 22/01/16

         Procure Data Centre Links 40 days 16 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 22/01/16

         Procure Air Conditioning & Power Changes 40 days 16 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 22/01/16

         Procure Data Centre Infrastructure 40 days 16 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 22/01/16

      Implementation 30 days 96 days 0% Mon 25/01/16 Fri 04/03/16

         Install Data Centre Links 30 days 9 days 0% Mon 25/01/16 Fri 04/03/16

         Install Air Conditioning & Power Changes 30 days 39 days 0% Mon 25/01/16 Fri 04/03/16

         Install Data Centre Enhanced Infrastructure 30 days 48 days 0% Mon 25/01/16 Fri 04/03/16

      Data Centre Transition 250 days 225 days 0% Mon 07/03/16 Fri 17/02/17

         Moves, removals and new infrastructure implementation 250 days 225 days 0% Mon 07/03/16 Fri 17/02/17

WAN CONTRACT REPLACEMENT PROJECT 350 days 968.75 6% Mon Fri 28/10/16
   Project Management 335 days 268 days 0% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 07/10/16

   WAN Procurement 120 days 80.75 days 26% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 11/12/15

      Agree Procurement Approach 60 days 15 days 80% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 18/09/15

      Document High Level Business Requirements 65 days 29.25 days 0% Mon 29/06/15 Fri 25/09/15

      Produce "eMail shot" to prime Suppliers on the Framework 1 day 4 days 0% Fri 25/09/15 Fri 25/09/15

      Finalise Detailed Business Requirements 15 days 0 days 0% Mon 28/09/15 Fri 16/10/15

      Produce Invitation to Tender 10 days 9 days 0% Mon 05/10/15 Fri 16/10/15

      Extend Existing WAN Contracts 10 days 1 day 0% Mon 19/10/15 Fri 30/10/15

      Review Supplier Reponses to Invitation to Tender 15 days 13.5 days 0% Mon 09/11/15 Fri 27/11/15

      Select Preferred Supplier (& cooling off) 10 days 9 days 0% Mon 30/11/15 Fri 11/12/15

   WAN Project Planning 30 days 60 days 0% Mon 14/12/15 Fri 22/01/16

      Detailed Project Planning with Supplier 30 days 60 days 0% Mon 14/12/15 Fri 22/01/16

   WAN Implementation 200 days 560 days 0% Mon 25/01/16 Fri 28/10/16

      Site Surveys 40 days 80 days 0% Mon 25/01/16 Fri 18/03/16

      Cutover to the new WAN Provision 160 days 480 days 0% Mon 21/03/16 Fri 28/10/16
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Risk 
Identifier 

Risk Description  Prob
abilit
y 

I
m
p
a
c
t 

Pr
oxi
mit
y 

Proposed Risk Action 

RSK001 To do nothing presents a significant 
risk as this would not provide the 
integration required between the 
three forces to then be able to 
expand into broader solutions. 

Low H
ig
h 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Given previous efforts at 
organisational and operational 
support collaboration the approach 
set out in the Change Mandate 
provides an opportunity to make 
solid progress.  If this does not 
progress then the three forces 
should withdraw from looking at 
collaboration, as a solution, for the 
foreseeable future, and should 
focus on local initiatives as too 
much time is potentially being lost. 

RSK002 There is a risk that savings are 
‘double-counted’ as initiatives such 
collaboration, METIS and local 
changes will be affecting many of 
the same areas. 

Medi
um 

L
o
w 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

Detailed financial modelling will be 
critical with clear management of 
benefits via the Change Portfolio 
Delivery Board and an integrated 
change delivery approach. 
With the benefits work being part of 
the overall ICT Single Department 
work, rather than infrastructure, it is 
expected that most of this work 
comes as part of the business case 
for the Single Department (under 
Ian Bell and the joint ICT SMT). 

RSK003 Achieving the Target Operating 
Model will involve significant 
changes which, as with any major 
change portfolio, will to a degree 
impact on workforce morale and 
‘business as usual’ delivery. 

High M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

A key success factor will be well-
planned and swift implementations 
with a sense of urgency around an 
agreed design.  One of the key 
concerns raised in recent times is 
the constant uncertainty that exists 
around organisational and 
operational support services. 
The Infrastructure Convergence 
work is an enabler for the single ICT 
department, but the key here is the 
move towards a single department, 
so Ian Bell with the ICT SMT will 
own this. 

RSK004 There is a risk, in the Lead Force 
model, that apportionment of posts 
and different terms and conditions 
could disadvantage staff or affect 
consistency of service delivery if a 
clear process is not agreed and if 
the staff associations are not fully 
on-board in a consistent way. 

Medi
um 

H
ig
h 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

Agree a clear and consistent 
process ensuring the staff 
associations fully on-board. 

RSK005 A lack of agreement on a clear 
funding apportionment model, 
which is in line with others in the 
region, may hinder progress on 
implementing the Change Mandate 
and also future expansion of 
collaboration. 

Medi
um 

H
ig
h 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

Agree a clear funding 
apportionment model, in line with 
others in the region. 
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RSK006 Internal resources alone will not be 
sufficient to deliver all the 
requirements and this present a 
risk to change delivery. 

Medi
um 

H
ig
h 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

External consultancy support will be 
required at throughout to 
supplement design and delivery. 

RSK007 Lack of agreement for common 
strategies and plans for 
collaborated or ‘to be’ collaborated 
units may not provide managers or 
leaders with adequate direction and 
may lead to more cost being built 
into structure to deal with service 
variations or local resources being 
put in place which defeats the 
object of collaboration. 

Medi
um 

H
ig
h 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

To mitigate this strong strategic 
leadership is required. 
Reinforcement of the principles 
already agreed is essential in that 
the Strategic Policing Alliance will 
look to act as a single customer with 
aligned processes.  Where this is 
not happening, this will be taken 
back to CPDB and the ICT 
Governance Board. 

RSK008 A rigid ‘waterfall’ approach to 
change management may harm 
initiatives which need to grow and 
develop organically (e.g. elements 
of METIS). 

Low M
e
di
u
m 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

Flexibility of approach is required. 
The ICT Infrastructure Convergence 
Programme approach is to split the 
delivery into tranches, and to phase 
each of the projects where 
necessary into interim and final 
positions.  This should give the flex 
needed and enable response to 
changes occurring elsewhere in the 
organisation too. 

RSK009 Personalities and politics may harm 
progress as individuals may have 
different goals / outcomes in mind 
or may have different levels of risk 
appetite.  In particular this may 
become a greater issue 
approaching General and PCC 
elections. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Clear and open communications 
with effective stakeholder 
management will be critical to 
addressing this. 
Engagement has been good 
between all the middle managers so 
far, this cooperative working needs 
to be encouraged and continued by 
the ICT SMT.  

RSK010 The troubled history of ATHENA 
development may lead to a 
negative perception that will be 
difficulty to breakdown during the 
process of designing change in line 
with ATHENA processes and the 
ATHENA implementation process. 

High M
e
di
u
m 

6-
12 
mo
nth
s 

This needs to be managed by the 
AMO, in conjunction with the tri-
force Change Portfolio Delivery 
Board.  
This is not directly related to the ICT 
Infrastructure Convergence 
Programme, so is not a direct 
concern. 

RSK011 Viewing METIS as a standalone 
solution to the challenges facing 
the Alliance forces is a risk 
because it could slowdown 
progress though a ‘serial’ fashion of 
delivery i.e. implement METIS first 
and then look at solutions such as 

Medi
um 

H
ig
h 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

METIS is both an enabler and 
foundation for change and benefits 
will be maximised by taking an 
integrated approach to delivery as 
advocated by the Change Mandate. 
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collaboration or quality 
improvement. 

RSK012 Prioritisation may be driven by ‘low 
hanging fruit’ or early delivery of 
savings which may not be the most 
logical order for the delivery of 
savings or benefits. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Clear portfolio planning, external 
assurance and challenge from 
OPCCs will be critical to ensuring 
change plans are business-like and 
targeted on overall savings / 
benefits. 

RSK013 A move to a ‘shared service’ 
approach means that the nature of 
the way services are delivered will 
change.  At the moment there is 
often a ‘dependency’ culture 
because personnel are used to 
escalating matters early to 
functions such as Human 
Resources or simply being able to 
‘pop into’ Finance.  This would not 
be the case in a fully collaborated 
shared services approach. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

To mitigate this there will be a need 
for a clear communication strategy, 
provision of toolkits to help local 
managers and self-service / 
automated workflows for personnel. 

RSK014 Opportunities may be missed if 
changes are delivered in ‘silos’ 
instead of being integrated 
resulting in multiple changes to 
business areas in small spaces of 
time. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

The approach set out in the Change 
Mandate for the Change Portfolio 
Delivery Programme addresses 
this. 

RSK015 The process for integrating the 
work required that comes from the 
rest of the Strategic Alliance 
Change Portfolio with the ICT 
Infrastructure Convergence delivery 
work is not understood. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Before commencing delivery of any 
aspects of the single infrastructure, 
the impact and contribution towards 
ongoing work plans and future 
business needs within the three 
forces needs to be understood. 

RSK016 Resources required to deliver the 
design and build of the new single 
infrastructure are often those that 
are the same as those being asked 
to support the current 
infrastructure, or progress other 
changes for the three forces. 

High H
ig
h 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

It is essential that a robust 
prioritisation process is used to 
ensure that the work on the 
programme is resourced sufficiently.    

RSK017 There is understandably a desire to 
move swiftly into the build phase on 
some elements of the single 
infrastructure, before completing 
the whole design.  The impact of 
this is that rework maybe 
necessary later.  

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

It is important to make sure that 
enough design on all the elements 
happens up front to give confidence 
that significant changes will not be 
needed later. 

RSK018 A number of force projects are 
progressing already before the 
overall design in that area has 
been started, or agreed.  This may 
mean that the solutions do not fit 
with the expected future 
infrastructure. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

Each of the force projects will need 
to be assessed to make sure it 
should progress, or it is included in 
the design. 
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RSK019 Although it is known that there will 
be costs incurred in the 
implementation of a single 
infrastructure, there is no budget 
assigned yet.  Some of this may be 
covered because there are current 
contracts and budgets in place, but 
at this stage we would definitely 
expect to need to make the 
business case for some capital or 
revenue expenditure, so this may 
delay or even stop elements of 
convergence if funds are not 
available. 

High H
ig
h 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Potential revenue and capital costs 
for each project within the 
Infrastructure Programme have 
been captured and will continue to 
be assessed.  Budget bids can be 
put forward if needed, but 
discussions with Finance 
departments are underway to agree 
this process. 

RSK020 With a desire to be on the cutting 
edge of technology (that is always 
developing and progressing), there 
is a danger that we will be either 
waiting for the next release, or 
upgrading a product that we have 
only recently implemented (or often 
not finished implementing). 

High M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Continue to consider new 
technology where appropriate 
without looking to impact the 
existing programme delivery.  
Ensure that all research or 
evaluation underway, or proposed 
new areas of investigation / trials 
are understood and included in the 
work schedule, so the Programme 
Board can prioritise appropriately. 

RSK021 There is an assumption METIS & 
ATHENA will be at the core of the 
business solutions in the future in 
revolutionising business processes, 
but it possible that the two may 
have significant differences, or not 
meet the requirements of all three 
forces in the future. 

Medi
um 

H
ig
h 

6-
12 
mo
nth
s 

The METIS and ATHENA teams are 
coming together as part of the 
overall Change Programme.  Also 
the ICT leads for both projects need 
to have a constant dialogue to make 
sure that any differences are 
identified early, so that actions of 
one sort or another can be put in 
place.   

RSK022 It is understood that the Police 
Service should be moving to the 
new Government Security 
Classification process, from GPMS.  
It is not yet clear though how this 
affects the separation between IL3 
(Restricted) & IL4 (Confidential) 
environments, and specifically how 
the new single infrastructure is 
affected by this. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Need to engage with Network & 
Security, and the force ISOs to work 
through the impact of the changes.  
The new environments should be 
designed to fit with GSC though, not 
GPMS. 

RSK023 It is critical that the detailed design 
documents are correct as they will 
form the basis of the new 
infrastructure to be built.  Although 
the review process has been 
relatively robust so far, there may 
be further detail or information that 
comes to light later to change or 
challenge a design.  

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Design documents are to be signed 
off by the TDA and the ICT SMT.  A 
detailed walkthrough should be 
undertaken before commence build 
activities for each element as part of 
the planning for that delivery project 
and if changes are requested or 
agreed at that stage they will be 
considered as part of the 
Programme Change Control 
processes. 

RSK024 The volume of the design 
documents with different iterations 
creates a problem in ensuring that 
the correct versions are being 
reviewed, signed off and used as 
reference for later stages.  

Medi
um 

L
o
w 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Suggest that a "gold copy" of the 
signed off design is stored as a PDF 
within SharePoint.  Also versions 
being reviewed should be from links 
to the TDA SharePoint directory (as 
the one that is accessible currently). 
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RSK025 There is no technical design lead 
identified for some streams yet, in 
particular Application Convergence 
and Application Development 
Platforms. 
These workstreams have been put 
further back in the schedule, but 
without a technical architect it will 
be difficult to progress to common 
designs. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

Look to appoint or second a lead for 
the phase of the design from the 
operational teams, but ensure that 
the programme processes and TDA 
standards are followed. 

RSK026 As a programme, it would normally 
be expected that a significant 
amount of work would be put into 
benefit management processes 
(identification, validation, tracking 
and capture).  This however is not 
something that the Programme 
SRO and Board have asked the 
Programme Management team to 
focus on, so little to no work will be 
done on this as part of the 
programme. 

Medi
um 

L
o
w 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

The Infrastructure Convergence 
work is an enabler and part of the 
single ICT department 
implementation, so the business 
case (benefits) work will sit at that 
level and be managed by Ian Bell 
with the CPDB. 

RSK027 Workshops and further discussions 
in some areas (Printing initially as 
an example) have identified that 
there in many cases the 
assumptions and details around the 
business requirements may not be 
correct or agreed by all 
stakeholders. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Where necessary, some more 
business requirements work will be 
undertaken in workstreams.  This 
may cause a slight delay to 
progress, but time spent confirming 
assumption or requirements now 
will save time later. 

RSK028 There is a difference in view on the 
requirements for Desktop 
Telephony, specifically whether 
Enterprise Voice should be part of 
the telephony.  The original 
intention was to leave the Desktop 
Telephony estate pretty much "as 
is", as it was seen to be fit for 
purpose.  If Enterprise Voice is to 
be something that the three forces 
want to take forward, then changes 
to other workstreams is possible. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

3-6 
mo
nth
s 

This was originally raised as an 
issue, but agreement now seems to 
be coming together and we expect 
to pick up the detail of the 
requirements in the Desktop 
Telephony workstream. 

RSK029 As the Programme commissions 
the projects to commence delivery 
of the different workstreams of the 
single infrastructure, we will need a 
single Sponsor & "Project Board" 
for each element.  We do not have 
that yet, but without it the smaller 
Project level decisions will need to 
go right back up to the Programme 
Board and cause delays to 
progress in Projects that need to 
operate with a relatively lean 
governance and decision making 
model. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Look to assign a Project Sponsor 
from the ICT SMT on every 
workstream/project.  They will then 
be able to make decisions, or 
consult quickly with the Director of 
ICT and/or other SMT members on 
decisions and provide the guidance 
needed to the individual projects. 
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RSK030 In looking at the detailed plan for 
build activities on the first tranche, 
questions over whether the 
assumption over the current virtual 
infrastructure being fit for purpose 
in the short to medium term have 
arisen.  It is therefore possible that 
work on joint Data Centre 
Infrastructure (Virtualisation & 
Server Platforms specifically) may 
need to be brought forward.  

Medi
um 

H
ig
h 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Need to look at this with the 
Technical Managers, SMEs and the 
TDA to evaluate whether the current 
virtual hosts are fit for purpose 
(short term) and also whether any 
IP restructuring needs to be done 
first. 

RSK031 The work required to accredit the 
force infrastructure before 
connecting to the PSN later this 
year has highlighted a significant 
list of remedial actions to take 
place.  This has delayed the 
commencement of work on interim 
Exchange work and the remaining 
tranche 1 projects. 

High H
ig
h 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

The work on the Infrastructure 
Convergence activities has had to 
pause, until the remedial actions 
have been completed.  Most of this 
work has now been done, so 
planning for the next steps can 
commence again soon. 

RSK032 There was £375k in Beds capital 
plan for WAN Infrastructure in 
financial year 2014/15 and a “Home 
Office Innovation Fund” contribution 
(£131k) on the condition that the 
money was spent in the current 
financial year. 

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

With the work required on agreeing 
the contract and due diligence 
needed to agree requirements for 
the new WAN contract, it was 
thought unwise to take risks to get 
this spent in this financial year, so 
that innovation funding capital is at 
risk unless it can be carried forward. 

RSK033 The amount of work needed to 
identify all the business benefits to 
the level suggested by the 
corporate Change Programme 
cannot be resourced currently.   

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

Proposed that high level benefit 
descriptions are provided for the 
first two or three tranches are set 
out now, with more detailed work on 
benefit identification being done on 
those projects that warrant it. 

RSK034 There has been a lack of feedback 
from managers and SMEs on some 
of the recent technical design 
documents.  Without this feedback, 
there is a risk that the design has 
flaws or is not accepted by the 
stakeholders causing problems as 
we move towards build.  

Medi
um 

M
e
di
u
m 

0-3 
mo
nth
s 

This has been raised to the ICT 
SMT.  The Technical architects will 
be looking at opportunities to run 
document walkthroughs where 
appropriate, but it is important that 
this review work is prioritised within 
the department. 
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  Project 
Name 

Description Delivery Phases Output Description 

1 Active 
Directory 

Single Active Directory 
installation consisting of 
servers, configuration 
and migrated user 
objects. Single 
Password Policy and 
authentication platform 
for all applications. 

(a) Interim 
(b) Final 

Objective 
To have a single Active Directory forest enabling easy 
support from a single BCH ICT department and to remove 
old legacy infrastructure. 
Rationale 
  - Single supportable environment 
  - Better integration  
  - Better audit  
  - Higher security 
  - Easier configuration of dependant applications 
  - Key enabler to other workstreams & applications 
  - Greater consistency for end users 
  - Easier to support 
  - Improved cross force working 

2 Identity Automated mechanism 
for creating, updating 
and removing users in 
related systems and 
databases. Required to 
provide self service 
capability allowing 
users to reset their own 
Active Directory 
password.  Includes the 
work to use the new 
Active Directory for 
business application 
authentication. 

(a) Identity 
Management 
(b) Application 
Authentication 

  

3 PKI Root Certificate 
Authority and Issuing 
Certificate Authorities 
and associated Policy 
documents. 

  Objective 
To have a single PKI infrastructure, issuing certificates 
from the new BCH forest. 
Rationale 
  - PKI required for increasing number of purposes 
  - Requires integration with AD for automatic enrolment 
  - Remove dependency on legacy infrastructure 
  - Better audit & integration 
  - Single supportable environment 
  - Enabler for other workstreams & applications 

4 SCCM Single SCCM 
installation to 
workstations associated 
with new Active 
Directory. 

  Objective 
To have a single SCCM 2012 R2 environment in the new 
BCH forest enabling easy support from a single BCH ICT 
department and the use of single packages, task 
sequences and policies. 
Rationale 
  - Single supportable environment 
  - Better integration  
  - Better audit  
  - Higher security 
  - Greater consistency of packages and builds 
  - Single point of management & reporting. 

5 DHCP A single DHCP platform 
linked to the new Active 
Directory. 

  Objective 
To have a single DHCP server environment in the new 
BCH forest, enabling easy support from a single BCH ICT 
department and remove the dependency on legacy 
infrastructure and improve availability. 
Rationale 
  - Simplified administration, in a single place 
  - High availability 
  - Remove dependency on legacy infrastructure 
  - Single supportable environment. 
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6 Printing 
Services 

Print servers and print 
queues. 

  Objective 
To have a single print server environment in the new BCH 
forest enabling easy support from a single BCH ICT 
department and common access to printing services for 
all users in BCH. 
Rationale 
  - Single supportable environment 
  - Better integration 
  - Better audit / Reporting 
  - Better end user experience. 

7 Lync Upgrading the eastern-
region.net Lync 2013 
environment to 
accommodate the 
Bedfordshire and 
Hertfordshire user load. 
Migration of 
Bedfordshire and 
Hertfordshire users 
accounts to the 
eastern-region.net Lync 
environment. 

(a) Interim 
(b) Final (not now 
expected to be 
needed) 

Objective 
To have a single Lync 2013 environment in the new BCH 
forest,  unifying the end user experience and enabling 
easy support from a single BCH ICT department. 
Rationale 
  - Single supportable environment 
  - Better integration  
  - Better audit  
  - Higher security. 

8 x86 Devices Migration of all non 
server x86 devices to 
the new domain. 
Includes the creation 
and testing of a single 
set of GPOs. 

(a) Workstation 
Migration 
(b) Server 
Migration 

Objective  
To have a single consistent user experience and security 
policies, with consistent application configuration, allowing 
a better user experience and easy support from a single 
BCH ICT department. 
Rationale 
  - Single set of security policies 
  - Consistent end user experience 
  - Single supportable environment 
  - Simplified administration 
  - Higher security 
  - Improved cross force working 
  - Remove dependency on legacy infrastructure. 

9 WAN The convergence of the 
separate BCH 
computer networks into 
a single managable 
entity. 

(a) Alignment of 
contract dates 
(b) Requirements 
& Design 
(c) ITT Process 
(d) Planning with 
supplier 
(e) Transition to 
IP Cloud WAN 
(f) 
Decommissioning 

Revenue cost is £500k lower each year than the current 
BCH costs for current WANs. 

10 Data Centre 
Links 

Connecting the 
Huntingdon and 
Welwyn Garden City 
data centres together. 

(a) Requirements 
& Design 
(b) Procurement 
Process 
(c) Planning with 
supplier 
(d) 
Implementation 
(e) 
Decommissioning 

Cancellation of Thorpe Wood to Cambs HQ link. 

11 Exchange Upgrading the eastern-
region.net Exchange 
2013 environment to 
accommodate the 
Bedfordshire and 
Hertfordshire user load. 
Migration of 
Bedfordshire and 
Hertfordshire users 
mailboxes to the 
eastern-region.net 
exchange environment. 

(a) Finalise 
Exchange 2013 
Environment 
(b) Cambs user 
migration 
(c) Beds & Herts 
user migration 

Objective 
To have a single Exchange 2013 environment in the new 
BCH forest enabling easy support from a single BCH ICT 
department. 
Rationale 
  - Single supportable environment 
  - Better integration  
  - Better audit  
  - Higher security 
  - Single point of management. 
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12 Data Centre 
Infrastructure 

Includes consolidated 
workstreams - servers, 
virtualisation, file 
servers, storage & 
databases.  

(a) Infrastructure 
Improvements 
(b) Server moves 
(c) Site & Server 
Decommissioning 

STORAGE: 
Objective 
To provide a highly scalable mechanism for storage with 
high levels of availability. 
Rationale 
  - Scalable solution 
  - Improved supportability 
  - Make best use of existing equipment. 
 
VIRTUALISATION: 
Objective 
To use a single virtualisation product across BCH.  
Rationale 
  - Single supportable environment 
  - Better integration  
  - Single point of management 
  - Make best use of licenses. 
 
SERVERS: 
Objective 
To consolidate the server infrastructure across BCH. 
Rationale 
  - Improved supportability 
  - Make best use of existing equipment 
  - Make best use of licenses. 
 
DATABASES: 
Objective 
To consolidate the number of database products and 
versions in use. 
Rationale 
  - A more supportable environment 
  - Make best use of licenses. 

13 Enterprise 
Monitoring 

Consolidation of 
multiple and duplicated 
business applications in 
use across the three 
forces. 

    

14 Desktop 
Telephony 

      

15 Application 
Development 
Platforms - 
SharePoint 

Consolidation of 
development platforms 
for the three forces. 

    

16 Application 
Development 
Platforms - 
Dynamics 
CRM 

Consolidation of 
development platforms 
for the three forces. 

    

17 Application 
Convergence 

Consolidation of 
multiple and duplicated 
business applications in 
use across the three 
forces. 

  Expecting this to be cost neutral, savings made from 
consolidation should cover costs for centralisation. 
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To increase customer 

satisfaction 

Increase customer 
satisfaction with 
fewer passwords

Reduce the non-
payroll budget

Maintain support 
to collaborated 

projects

Reduce Airwaves cost

To enable and 
support the 

Strategic Alliance

SavingsSavings

ServiceService

Converge 
Infrastructure

To reduce revenue 
budget

Reduce the time 
taken to resolve 

issues

Converge and 
reduce 

Applications

Reduce the 
payroll budget

Increase customer 
satisfaction with 
simplified access 

to systems

ENABLERS

SLA and KPIs

ICT Roadmap

Confirm SLA and 
KPIs

Design 
Roadmap

Maintain overall 
customer 

satisfaction

Maintain service 
delivery to 

business as usual 

Reduce Infrastructure 
cost

Reduce Application costs

Reduce Sundry costs

Reduce Senior Team 
Costs

Reduce Network Team 
Costs

Reduce EA team costs

Reduce ICT Business 
Team Costs

Reduce Server and 
Database Team Costs

Reduce ICT Operations 
Team costs

Reduce Application 
Support Team costs

BUSINESS 
CHANGES 
(Priority)

BENEFITS

KEY
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This section provides an overview of the methodology used to assess the costs, 
savings, cashable benefits, and risks for each option. 

 Establishing the Baseline 

The 15/16 payroll and non-payroll values are based on the budgets which were 
prepared by the three forces’ finance departments between February and April 
2015. The payroll budget is based on the finance departments’ view of the approved 
“Full Time Equivalent” (fte) posts and the adjusted salary costs associated with 
these posts.  The adjusted salary costs are based on the budgeted salary 
associated with the posts plus adjustments for employer on costs, such as pension 
and NICs, less a forces wide vacancy factor. The posts include approved vacancies. 

 Baseline payroll Costs 

Future year payroll costs are based on the fte posts required. Staff posts were 
summarised into 8 levels and an indicative cost given to each of these 
amalgamated levels based on the actual average budgeted HR and L&D costs 
across the 3 forces.  These are shown in the following table: 

 

Level Description Beds grade Cambs grade 
Herts 
grade 

Indicative 
salary 

          £'000 

1 Admin support Scale 1 & 2 Scale 1 & 2 A1 20 

2 Trainee analyst Scale 3 & 4 Scale 3 & 4 A2 24 

3 Assistant analyst Scale 5 Scale 5 A3 29 

4 Analyst Scale 6 & SO1 
Scale 6 & 
SO1 

A4 37 

5 Senior Analyst 
SO2, PO1 & 
PO2 

SO2 A5 44 

6 Project Manager PO3 & PO4 MB 1 & MB2 A6 59 

7 Senior Manager 
PO5, SM1 & 
SM2 

MB3 & MB4 A7 80 

8 Function Leader SM3 & SM4 more senior A8 94 

 

There are no officer ranks included in the ICT FBC project 

 

 Redundancy Costs 

Redundancy costs are based on the reduction in the number of posts. 

The phasing of the redundancy costs are based on all the FTEs being removed at 
the same time on 30 June 2016 (end of quarter 1 of FY 2016/17). 

The redundancy calculation has been prepared for each individual.  The HR 
redundancy calculation model used which requires, force, base salary, date of birth, 
date of start of service and date of redundancy. 
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The individuals were grouped together into the different ICT functions where they 
work.  The individuals were further grouped together into the 8 payroll levels shown 
above.  The number of posts reduced in each of these levels was calculated. 

The average redundancy for each of these posts was calculated and multiplied by 
the number of posts reduced   

The reduction in the number of posts is the same as the number of people that 
would be made redundant.  It is assumed that individuals will not be redeployed.  

The redundancy calculation does not include pension strain costs.  Pension strain 
costs are included in the capital investment cost. 

 

  Travel Protection Costs 

Of the staff that remain an assumption has been made that all staff will be entitled to 
travel protection costs.  This is because it is uncertain where they will all be located. 

For each fte entitled to travel protection, an average of £2,000 per annum for a 
maximum of two years has been used. 

The costs have been phased over two calendar years starting from 1 July 2016 and 
ending on 30 June 2018. 

 

 Office Adaption Costs 

Since OBC, it is now more apparent that changes in location for posts retained are 
not expected to be significant, and as such no office adaptation costs have been 
included in the implementation costs. 

 

 Pension strain (Capital) 

Pension strain implementation costs are shown as Capital costs.  These have been 
calculated by looking at the groupings of posts that will be made redundant as 
explained in the “Redundancy cost” section above 

For each of the individuals within these groupings an assessment was made of their 
age profile, their length of service within the forces and their average salary. 

This data was then referred to when data on approved standardised Pension Strain 
Graphs for people aged between 50 and 64 years old was extracted.  The data 
extracted was used to estimate the pension strain costs.   

This phasing match the phasing of the redundancy costs which is all the FTEs being 
removed at the same time on 30 June 2016 (end of quarter 1 of FY 2016/17). 

 

 Implementation Costs 

The estimated costs of ICT specific implementation costs amount to £2,020k.  This 
is made up of ICT infrastructure convergence of £2m and ICT Service Management 
alignment of £20k. 

There are other projects that require ICT investment but these costs are not 
included in this FBC but included in the relevant project. 
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The phasing of these costs are £1,220k in 2015/16 and £800k in 2016/17. 

For the purposes of calculating the breakeven period it is assumed that the capital 
investments happen at the start of the financial year in which they are incurred.  No 
account is taken of inflation or the time value of money. 

 

 Payback period to recover implementation Costs 

The assumes used when calculating when payback is achieved are as follows: 

The calculated savings achieved in the year are the future budgeted costs 
compared to the base line of the budgeted costs for 2015/16.  

The revenue one off implementation costs all occur in 2016/17. 

It is assumed that the capital investments happen at the start of the financial year in 
which they are incurred.   

For the purposes of calculating the breakeven period no account is taken of inflation 
or the time value of money. 

In the year that the cumulative cost savings exceed the cumulative implementation 
costs the year end cumulative excess saving is assumed to be achieved evenly 
throughout the year. 

Together these assumptions calculate the number of months from July 2016 when 
the cost savings will exceed the extra costs incurred.  No account is taken of 
inflation or the time value of money. 

 


